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EXECUTIVE SUMMERY
Over the past several years the United States has experienced several major
natural disasters. As a result, the level of disaster preparedness across the country
has become a major concern. This research has investigated the state of existing
disaster relief planning. Emphasis is being placed on construction in particular. The
· research includes a survey of various types of emergency management agencies.
During this research, one Ph.D. student, and nine graduate and undergraduate
students in Construction Management at Georgia Tech worked heavily on this
project.
The intent of the survey was to gather information from different types and
levels of government agencies about disaster relief planning. Topics included in the
survey were organization, planning, and interagency relationships. In the planning
section there was also a specific focus on planning for construction during the
response/recovery phase. This was included as part of specific research in the area
of construction planning for disaster relief, a major concern of CERL. Forty
federal, state and local en1ergency management agencies located throughout the
Southeastern United States were contacted as part of the investigation. The
respondents were divided into three groups and included ten federal (Army, Navy,
Air Force and Coast Guard bases, Corps of Engineers offices, NASA) organizations,
thirteen county agencies and four state and federal emergency management agencies.
Approximately 41% of the responding agencies had fewer than five full-time
employees but the group breakdown shows extreme differences. The military
organizations were generally large (60% had over 15 full-time personnel). This is
probably a reflection of their missions as response agencies. They were also
independently funded. At the other extreme, most (62%) of the county agencies had
fewer than five full-time employees and all had less than fifteen. In addition, 92%
were dependent on external funding for some of their budget. The limited number
of personnel and the subsidized budget is an indication that their primary mission is
to be coordinators, not response agencies.
The vast majority (81 %) of the agencies operated an internal training program
for their personnel. This training was directed at the skills of the individual
workers. In the area of group training exercises most agencies (59%) reported
conducting between one and four per year. The military organizations reported a
slightly higher number, with 40% reporting more than four exercises per year.
Twenty-five of the agencies reported that other government agencies participated in
their training exercises. Counties and states reported having outside participation
more frequently than the military.
When asked about participation in external emergency preparedness exercises
the response was again very positive (89% yes). Over 50% of the agencies reported
participating in external exercises between one and four times per year.

Analyzing the flrst section of the survey leads to the belief that most of the
emergency management personnel are well-trained, the problems highlighted were
rarely in the quality of effort provided but rather in the communication between the
different agencies. In addition, most emergency management agencies are organized
to coordinate the efforts of others rather than take action themselves. This makes
communication the key to success, but communication is the most difflcult task to
accomplish. Communication breakdowns lead to both insufficient response and
duplication of effort.
Most of the agencies (63%) reported that their plans had been updated within
the last year or were currently being updated. In addition, 67% of the agencies also
reported that they review their plans at least once per year. About half of all the
agencies also reported receiving assistance in the preparation and review process.
A key to rapid construction response is the availability of construction
equipment and material. However, at the state and county level only three of the
seventeen respondents indicated that they had a stockpile of construction materials
available for emergency use. The federal agencies, on the other hand, reported 70%
of organizations with supplies stockpiled.
A solution to the construction problem caused by the lack of resources is
contracting. Having pre-established contracts, or at least contacts, can reduce the
time needed to get a response. Here again, only federal organizations reported
having work by construction contractors pre-arranged. It would appear that this is
an avenue worth pursuing in developing response/recovery plans for the future.
Of those agencies who dealt with FEMA, 64% asked for assistance of various
types, although mostly money. A very good sign was the high percentage (86%) of
agencies that got what they requested. State and federal military units were
frequently contacted by other agencies during the time period studied. At least 75%
of each of the three surveyed groups reported such contact. In addition, 63% of
those reported that the contact was as a result of a disaster, and over half reported
asking for assistance.
The study shows that response and recovery construction is not well planned
or organized. In most cases it is done on a take whatever is available basis. Efforts
need to be made to further strengthen the ties between emergency management
agencies at all levels of government. Preparedness can be increased but at least a
start has been made. Disaster relief is far from perfect but it is heading in a positive
direction. It became apparent that very little consideration had been given to
documenting the planning process. Construction planning was not being done to the
extent that had been anticipated. In fact, construction planning was almost nonexistent.
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Chapter 1

Detailed Proposal of Work Disaster Relief
Planning: Information Architecture
1. Work Already Completed

A. Initial literature search:

Conducted during late September and early

October '93. A thorough search of six major databases available at the Georgia
Tech library was used to produce a list of potential source material.
contained references to over 1000 documents, articles and reports.

This list
An initial

screening was conducted to reduce this to a more manageable number. Through the
use of several key words and phrases the list was reduced to approximately 150 of
the sources thought most useful. These articles were then obtained for detailed
study.

B. Development of source lists: The documents obtained in l.A. were
analyzed and a list of agencies and individuals identified by those articles was
created. The purpose of this step was to provide contact points for future research
efforts. This will allow the identification of those agencies that will be useful in
supporting work later in the project. This activity was done in October '93.

2. Work Currently On-going

A. Location of sources: Efforts are being made to obtain addresses and
phone numbers for the individuals and agencies identified in phase l.B. In addition,
contact will be made with these sources in an effort to obtain information not
contained in the original documents. This information will include military afteraction reports, government planning documents, personal observations and other
similar materials. It is estimated that addresses and initial contact will be completed
by 15 November '93.

B. Secondary literature search: Information obtained in phase one and as
part of phase 2.A. will be thoroughly analyzed to identify relevant details.
2

In

particular, the analysis will focus on identifying trends in both planning and response
activities, determining what gaps exist in necessary information and any relationships
between the various entities involved.

This phase will be completed by 15

December '93.
Note: All of the work listed above is being conducted with the assistance of three
graduate students who are working on a Master's Degree special problem for Dr.
Kangari.

These

students are under my direct supervision and their project is

scheduled to last only through the Fall quarter of this school year.

3. Proposed Work
A. Develop questionnaire: Completion of the secondary literature search and
analysis of the data collected should provide a sufficient background for this phase.
From this analysis it will be possible to identify those areas where data is lacking or
weak. Once those areas are identified it will be possible to develop a questionnaire
that will provide the missing information.

This will be useful in creating an

overview of informational needs and planning methods as required by the scope of
work.

This questionnaire will be designed for use with both governmental and

military planning authorities. Development should be completed 15 March '94.

B.

Distribution of questionnaire:

The questionnaire will be mailed to

planning agencies across the United States in an effort to get a wide range of views.
The responses will be cross-referenced by location, most likely disaster, scope of
authority and any other categories later determined. This data will be useful in
constructing the information architecture required by the scope of work. This phase
of the project will be completed by 15 June '94.
C. Repon on in-depth study: In lieu of the submission scheduled for 90 days
a. a. c. I now propose that the topic for the in-depth study be hurricanes, particularly
those affecting Georgia. The information required for this part of the project will
obtained using the phases listed above. Specific attention will be focused on the
emergency management agencies at the local Atlanta-area level, the state level and
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any federal agency offices in this area. This report will be completed by 15 July
'94.

D. Final report: Scheduled for completion by 15 Septerrtber '94.
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Chapter 2
Proposal of Type of Disaster Relief

Recommendation
Approve the selection of hurricanes in the Southeastern United States as the
focus for the detailed study.

Discussion

1. This focus point was suggested in the last submission, the detailed work
plan, and received no negative response.

2. The following agencies have been identified as sources of information for
this area.
a.

USACE - South Atlantic Division
ATTN: CESAD-CO-E (Mr. Leo LaVinka)
77 Forsyth Street
Atlanta, GA 30335-6801

b.

Atlanta-Fulton

County

Emergency

Management

Agency
ATTN: Mr. AI Wright
130 Peachtree Street
Atlanta, GA 30303
c.

Georgia Emergency Management Agency
ATTN: Mr. Ken Davis
959 East Confederate Avenue
Atlanta, GA 30316

3. Additional agencies will be identified during the course of the research.
4. The use of this focus will reduce travel expenses and still allow for field
study of the problem.

5. There are adequate resources available to conduct a thorough study in this
area.

s

Chapter 3

Report on Overview of Informational Needs
and Planning Methods

1. Work to Date
To this point the project has involved mostly literature searchs and telephone
contacts. Over two hundred documents have been examined (a list will follow) and
twenty agencies have been contacted. The response from these agencies has been
mixed. Most were cooperative but much of the followup material promised has not
yet arrived here.

Followup communication has been made in most cases but

documents are still slow in coming. A site visit was conducted at the USACE South
Atlantic Division office in Atlanta. This proved very informative.
In addition to the named researchers, six other people have taken part in this
research project.

From October through December three graduate students in

Construction Management worked heavily on the literature search. They made lists
of possible source documents and then prepared reviews of those documents selected
by the research team as most promising.

From January through March three

undergraduate students in Civil Engineering participated in the project.

They

reviewed the work to date and developed contact lists and lists of questions to further
clarify the information.

These questions were consolidated and edited into the

survey attached at Appendix A. This survey was sent to forty government agencies
in the southeast region to get more information. A list of the agencies that received
surveys is at Appendix B.

2. Information and Planning Requirements
A review of the data available led us to determine that two kinds of
information are needed to continue this project. The first area of concern is what
kind of data is necessary to properly formulate a response plan. The other area of
concern is how do different government agencies interact.

6

It would appear from the research that planning information is available from

many sources. Questions in the survey attempt to identify the most used sources.
Outward appearances indicate that the principle source is historical data. However,
the National Weather Service (NWS) does maintain two simulation models for use

in the planning process. The Sea, Lake and Overland Surges from Hurricanes
(SLOSH) model is designed for use by municipalities located on bays or estuaries
while the Special Program to List the Amplitudes of Surges from Hurricanes
(SPLASH) model covers municipalities that are on open coasts.

Both of these

models are relatively old. In addition to these models, information does appear to
flow between different levels of government agencies.
The next area that the survey focused on was the currently planned response.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) provides agencies at all levels
of government with guidelines for developing the plans. The survey has questions
designed to identify what areas of the guidelines are being followed and to what
extent. Additional questions are directed at determining if the existing plan can
work (has it been tested) and how much practice takes place. The major focus of
this area is the construction aspect. Of particular importance is the stockpiling of
construction materials and the allocation of relief responsibilities.

Storage and

distribution of the plan is also a concern.
Intergovernmental agency relationships is the focus of the remainder of the
survey. Key items of information that must be captured include who initiates the
contact, what kinds of assistance are requested and what types of assistance are
actually provided. FEMA has provided many of the standard document guidelines
but the area of interagency dealings in not clear. Successful disaster relief hinges
on this interaction.

3. Future Efforts
The next step in this project will be the analysis of the survey responses.
This analysis will generate areas of continued concern and will direct our efforts
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toward additional areas of research and followup surveys. The objective is to focus
on those areas that can be considered weak links in the planning process.

In addition to the survey, we have asked all the agencies contacted to provide
us with their current emergency response plan. A complete analysis of these plans
will also provide valuable information on the state of planning for relief
construction. Once this data has been gathered, we will have a much better
understanding of what information has been used in the planning process and what
other information can be identified as needed.
Other information that will be gathered in the future includes the American
Society of Civil Engineers report on Hurricanes of 1992 (scheduled for publication
in June/July 1994) and the NWS simulation models. All of these documents will
further develop our understanding of disaster relief.
Currently under development is an information flow model to provide a
visual means of seeing the interaction between agencies and the planning process.
A sample of this model will be available by 30 April1994.
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Chapter 4

Review of Current Literature
Planning Construction for Disaster Response Operations
Emergency management is a rapidly developing field. The overall process has
been divided into a continuous four phase cycle.

Commonly these phases are

identified as mitigation, preparation, response and recovery. Mitigation includes all
efforts to reduce the scope of damage caused by an emergency and normally occurs
during the period between such occurrences. It is very closely related to recovery,
the period in which damage is repaired or destroyed facilities replaced. Preparation
is an ongoing effort to attempt to reduce the impact of an emergency should one
occur. And response is the time period immediately leading up to an emergency to
the beginning of the recovery phase. The focus of this research effort is on how
construction planning fits into the emergency management cycle and how it can be
made more effective.
Disasters are a fairly common place occurrence in our lives. As such, there
are numerous written accounts of the devastation caused by them, of people suffering
and the great humanitarian efforts to provide relief.

There are text books and

building codes to help reduce the effects, studies to help predict occurrences and
even governmental guidelines for planning the recovery operations. However, there
is very little written about immediate response construction and the preparation for

it.
In the course of preparing for this project many documents relating to
disasters were reviewed. This report discusses forty documents that were typical of
those reviewed.

The conclusions made are generally applicable to all of the

documents. Appendix C includes abstracts of other documents considered for this
study. These documents ranged from newspaper and magazine articles to text books
and municipal planning papers. They included federal government publications, state
and local emergency operations plans and scholarly journals.
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The starting point for this research effort was the federal government. Since
most disasters receive national attention, how the national government fits into the
emergency management business will provide a good overview of the entire process.
At the national level disaster response operations begin with the 1992 Federal
Response Plan ("Federal, • 1992). This plan is the guiding document on how the
federal government deals with disaster situations.

Prepared by the Federal

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) in response to Public Law 93-288 (as
amended by Public Law 110-707), it provides "an architecture for a systematic,
coordinated, and effective Federal response. "1 Among the information included in
the plan are a basic outline of the federal response and annexes covering twelve
emergency support functions (ESPs).
The plan provides very few specifics, focusing more on

defining

responsibilities than on describing actions. The key to this is the establishment of
the ESPs, delineating specific areas of responsibility. Of the twelve areas only two,
public works and engineering (ESP #3) and mass care (ESP #6), are directly
concerned with construction. Two others, transportation (ESP #1) and health and
medical services (ESP #8) have ancillary concerns about construction. In all cases,
however, the plan leaves the specifics to the agencies given primary responsibility.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency also produces well over one
hundred other disaster preparedness documents. Among these documents, the guides
for the contents of emergency action plans (CPG 1-8, 1990) and their evaluation
(CPG 1-8a, 1992) prove to be very useful in the study of emergency preparedness.
The first document provides guidance on the contents of an emergency operations
plan. It includes an example that can be used as the basis for developing a state or
local plan. However, much of the focus of the guidance is on preparing for a
nuclear attack. This focus is repeated in the evaluation guide, which mostly consists
of a series of points about the plan being reviewed. Identifying the location of these

FEMA, 7he Federal Response Plan (for Public Law 93-288, as amended), Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1992, p. 1.
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points will create a "crosswalk" or index of where each point is discussed in the
plan. In both documents the section concerning response construction efforts is
relegated to an appendix of the basic plan.

Public works is described in one

paragraph in the development guide and the sample plan omitted the corresponding
appendix. The evaluation guide contained a total of nine points concerning public
works out of a total of 250 points discussed. While the FEMA guidelines are not
mandatory, they do help identify important considerations in the planning process.
Unfortunately, construction does not appear to be a major concern.
In addition to the generic documents, FEMA also publishes several planning

documents for specific types of disasters. This collection of documents, called Civil
Preparedness Guides (CPGs), includes ones related to the nuclear threat (CPG 1-30,
1981; CPG 2-1, 1989; CPG 2-17, 1991), hurricanes (CPG 2-16, 1984), and
earthquakes (CPG

2-18, 1985).

Other FEMA publications include National

Response Team documents concerning hazardous material emergencies (NRT-1,
undated; NRT-1a, undated) and Fed~rallnsurance Administration documents dealing
with floods (FIA-13, unknown). The planning guidelines call for hazard specific
annexes in plans at all levels and this is why FEMA has developed these specific
documents.
As an example of the hazard specific guidelines a discussion of FEMA
publication CPG 2-16. A Guide to Hurricane Preparedness Plannin& for State and

Local Officials follows now. The document contains four chapters but they can
easily be combined into two major areas. Chapters 1 and 4 contain administration
information such as definitions, references and responsibilities. The remainder of
the document focuses on population and property protection. It describes how to
conduct preparedness studies and how to prepare a hurricane operations exercise.
For the most part, this document discusses what areas should be analyzed but
provides no specific planning information. It is typical of this type of FEMA
publication.
FEMA is not the only federal agency producing disaster planning and related
documents. The Department of Defense, and more specifically the Army Corps of
11

Engineers (the Corps), has a long history in the emergency management field. The
ability of the military to function in a disaster situation is defined by a number of
government documents. The principle document governing the military is the Unjted
States Code. in particular Titles 10 and 32. This document is extremely detailed and
all encompassing, making searching it for the particular paragraphs a tedious action.

The end result is a picture of the legal limits placed on the military. Department of
Defense Directive 3025.1, dated 1992, is the main document supporting the
implementation of the Federal Re$ponse Plan. This document provides detailed
information regarding the use of military personnel in disaster situations.
The Corps is the military's main response agency in disaster operations and
has primary responsibility for ESF #3 in the

&deral Res.ponse Pian. A basic

description of its overall mission is found in the Corps pamphlet entitled Emer&ency
Operations (PAM S00-1-3, 1994). The pamphlet describes the Corps' role in the
mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery phases of the emergency
management cycle. A similar document is produced by the Corps' South Atlantic
Division, dealing specifically with the Southeastern United States (DP S00-1-2,
1988). In each section there are portions covering the types of assistance available
and the criteria to be met to receive this assistance. It also discusses the structure
of the Corps, one that is similar to that of FEMA in its regional concept. Officials
of the Corps are involved on a daily basis in emergency management.
Among the other Corps documents available is the after action report on
Hurricanes Andrew and Iniki ("Headquarters," 1993).

Initially, the document

provides a brief historical background and then identifies what actions were
undertaken. Then the document looks back at the response operations for the two
hurricanes and tries to draw lessons that will lead to improved responses in the
future. This is an excellent study vehicle for the emergency management process in
general. In all, eighty different issues are discussed, each discussion including a
recommendation for improvement. Out of all these lessons, only one is categorized
as construction related. A number of other issues can be considered as construction
related but, overall, the emphasis on construction is minimal.
12

The next step was to obtain a number of actual municipal emergency
operations planning documents. Among the plans collected were those from the state
of Georgia and the county of Charleston, S.C. Another interesting document that
fits in this group is the operation plan for the Coast Guard Group Galveston
("Coast," 1994). While this plan contains no specific guidance on construction
activities it does outline a thorough planning process. These documents provide a
first hand view into what actually goes on during disaster planning.
The Geor&ia Emer&ency Oj)erations Plan ("Georgia," 1993) is very similar
in structure to the Federal Response Plan. It contains a basic plan that identifies
responsibilities and a series of annexes that support the ESFs of the federal plan.
The annexes clearly delineate what activities must be accomplish in each of the four
phases of the emergency management cycle but provide no specifics on
accomplishing them. The actual details are left to the responsible agencies, thereby
requiring another level of paperwork at the state level. The plan also outlines the
responsibilities of the county level emergency management agencies.
The Georgia plan is supported by a set of integrated documents.

When

dealing with hurricanes there is a coastal evacuation plan ("Hurricane," 1993). The
development of this plan was support by the Army Corps of Engineers as part of its
ongoing emergency management mission ("Coastal," 1989). As expected, most of
this document deals with moving people away from the threat. There are references
to staging areas for equipment to be used in later phases of the operations. No
stockage levels or inventories for these staging areas are identified, only their
location. The plan also covers re-entry to the disaster area. In this section the
emergency manager is referred back to the main plan for guidance on
construction/debris removal.
Another supporting document is the warning plan ("Warning," 1993). This
document describes an all-hazards emergency warning system used to notify both
state and local officials and the general public of threatening situations.
The Charleston County Disaster Recovery Plan. Annex Y ("Charleston,"
1992) provides a look at the next level down in the government system.
13

Construction and engineering in the Charleston plan are divided into two major
areas, debris removal and restoration of services.

First the plan has detailed a

system to establish priority of effort for debris removal. It provides clear guidance
of what should be done and how resources are allocated to the task. Also included

in this section are the managerial requirements and responsibilities. A diagram
depicting this phase of the operation is included with the text to provide further
clarity. The restoration phase is similarly presented. It clearly outlines priority of
effort and areas of responsibility. While specific details are not always included it
is interesting to note that the location and source of emergency bridging materials
is identified.

This level of government is the first that actually deals with the

specifics of response operations.
Another local planning document that provides insight into the process is the
Emer~ency

Mana&ement Checklist for Government ("Emergency," 1994) published

by the Atlanta-Fulton County Emergency Management Agency.

This booklet

contains a quick reference guide to emergency operations procedures, organizational
responsibilities and common tasks. While it gives no specific guidance on planning,
it does discuss who is responsible for planning response construction efforts. In this
case, assigning those responsibilities to the Department of Public Works.
Using government documents provides an official view on how things are
supposed to be accomplished. Looking at private source documents allows for a
glimpse into what really does happen. For that perspective a large number of
publications of various types were identified for study.
The vast majority of newspaper and magazine articles were descriptive in
nature.

From sources as widely varied as Time. Computerworld and The Wall

Street Journal, they described the damage, the costs and even the relief work. Each
article had its own focus. Unfortunately, the amount of space devoted to these
articles was limited, making their coverage generally superficial, lots of detail but
no depth.
Many of the articles written after 1992's Hurricane Andrew discussed
shortcomings with FEMA. They appear to say that disaster response and recovery
14

would be better with a different system. At least one (Davis, "Brewing," 1992)
quotes several sources as saying that directly. That article further goes on to say
that FEMA policies make awarding contracts to the right people as important as
aiding victims.

On the bright side, though, the article describes efforts to

preposition material and equipment to support response operations. Unfortunately,
the article does not provide any information on how it was determined which
materials and equipment would be stocked. This makes it of mixed value to the
specific research being conducted.
Another Wall Street Journal article in that same issue focuses on the response
time to the disaster ("Slow," 1992). The main point here is that FEMA is a
coordination agency that does not do a good job coordinating. Communications
breakdowns and misunderstandings cause many of the agency's problems. While the
article does not discuss actual response measures, the role of FEMA is key to all of
them. An interesting side note to that is the article that appears three days later
where FEMA tries to counter the bad press (Davis, "U.S.," 1992). This article
further discusses the use of training exercises to facilitate response efforts. Again,
nothing specific but important generalities.
Other writers have addressed the same or similar problems, both with
Hurricane Andrew and 1989's Hurricane Hugo (Graham, 1992; Parham, 1989;
Booth, 1992). All of these articles focus in on the political aspects of disaster relief,
mainly throwing about accusations of mismanagement. Solutions to the problem are
not clearly addressed or identified. Being aware of a problem is one thing, solving
it is something else. Because these articles do not propose clear solutions their value
is limited.
As mentioned above, Hurricane Andrew presented a communications
nightmare. Among the attempts to resolve that problem was the fielding of a new
communications system by the Army Corps of Engineers. An article describing the
components of the system appeared in Computerworld but there was only enough
space to identify the components and procedures (Dostert, 1993).

From the

information available it appears that this new system will allow more efficient
15

allocation of resources, particularly construction materials and equipment. However,
there is no discussion of cost or how soon the system could be universally fielded.
Preparing for hurricanes was another popular topic in the mainstream media.
Most major cities in the United States have some sort of disaster response plan. And
cities that have been affected by major disasters seem to learn from them. Examples
of these are found in articles from various magazines. American City & County
published one that covered activities in Charleston, South Carolina, Biloxi,
Mississippi, and New Orleans, Louisiana (Carlile and Ward, 1989). Galveston,
Texas was the subject of a similar article in that same issue (Morris, 1989).
Basically the articles say the same thing. Every time a community is impacted by
a disaster it must learn from it. Plans must be made, tested and updated as required.
In addition,

plans must be disseminated to the people.

But like most other

documents reviewed, these articles are long on description and short on detail.
Even the more engineering specific sources were short of significant depth.
Following Hurricane Iniki in 1992 there were two articles on the military response
efforts in The Military En&ineer.

The first article (Finch, 1993) provided an

overview of the entire military operation from pre-disaster alert to demobilization.

It described the level of damage encountered and listed the sub-organizations that
responded. The article has the feel of a laundry list because it identifies areas of
effort but presents no details on how that effort was accomplished. At its conclusion
the article does present a series of "lessons learned" during the response that will be
of use later on in the study. Most of them deal with using the military as a response
agency because of its unique capabilities.

The second article (Locurcio and

Nykyforchyn, 1993) begins with a discussion of the Federal Res.ponse Plan,
described earlier. After that, the article focuses on the Army Corps of Engineers'
actions. These differed from the military actions covered by the first article as the
Corps is predominately a civilian government agency.

Contracting repairs and

supplies were the principle responsibilities of the Corps in this operation. There was
very little detail on the contracting process, again the information was presented in
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laundry list format. There were some interesting comments on the use of project
management in disaster relief, an idea that bears further study.
Another source of technical information is

~

As a magazine that

concentrates on engineering news and information it provides more of the technical
detail this search is trying to find. There were articles on Corps disaster response
operations, focusing mainly on contracting efforts (Kemezis, 1990; Kohn and
Korman, 1993).

The articles contain little information that is useful, being

descriptive of the situation, not the process. Two other articles discussed the reasons
for the level of devastation caused by Hurricane Andrew (Setzer, 1992; Korman,
Kohn and Setzer, 1993). Both articles propose that poor engineering and inspection
led to much of the destruction. They also include a discussion of the building codes
in use, identifying the need for stricter, higher standards. The information in both
articles would be useful in a study of the recovery and mitigation phases of the
emergency management cycle but will have little impact on the study of preparedness
and response.
The next set of documents reviewed were those of a more scholarly nature.
These documents were most often journal articles, case studies or series' of related
works compiled for presentation. In recent years there has been an increased in both
the number of journals devoted to the subject of emergency management as well as
the number of journals discussing the subject as it became timely.

Among the

journals taking up the subject are Risk Management (Soper, 1989), SlQan
Management Review (Petersen, 1993) and Disaster Prevention and Management
(Waugh, "Co-ordination," 1993). These articles are theories on how emergency
management functions should be organized and planned. They provide an interesting
insight into the academic mindset on the subject and present some useful ideas on
the management of disasters. They are, however, weak in the area of response
because of their focus on preparedness. And the focus on preparedness is centered
on the big picture and includes few details.
Several other studies done by Dr. William Waugh, Jr. of Georgia State
University fit into this category.

He has been a prolific writer in this subject and
17

is a recognized expert in the academic arena. Among his other works in this field
are articles on changing the structure of emergency management at the state and
lower levels (Waugh, "Regionalizing,- 1994), and implementing geographic
information systems as a management tool (Waugh, "Implementing," 1994), as well
as editing books on emergency management in general (Waugh and Hy, 1990) and
how cities deal with disaster (Sylves and Waugh, 1990). All of these documents are
based on theory. In some cases Dr. Waugh and his associates use case studies to
support their arguments but specific details on planning and response are left to the
reader to develop. The same is true for Barbara Brown's book on planning (Brown,
1979).
In these types of publications it is possible to gain depth of information.

Unfortunately, very few documents of this type were available in the subjects of
disaster relief efforts or their planning. And while there was depth, it rarely covered
construction efforts and planning for them. In some cases the construction focus is
on mitigation and recovery, reducing their value in a study of this type.
Throughout all of the documents were several recurring themes. The most
important themes to appear were that communication between different levels of
government was weak and that very little thought was given to the temporary relief
of those left homeless. Each level of government had its functions to perform but
how they were interrelated was not clear. The need for temporary housing, feeding
and providing medical care for disaster victims was often identified but rarely
followed.
The outcome of this review of current literature was the discovery that only
a minimal amount of time and effort has been devoted to the subjects of disaster
relief construction and planning. Despite a tremendous amount of material available
on disasters in general, specific information on the topic of this project is very
limited; both in amount and value. The best information is contained in municipal
planning documents and FEMA publications, neither of which are well circulated.
There are many areas that need further investigation.
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Chapter 5
The State of Fmergency Planning in the Southeastern
United States: A Survey of Fmergency Management Agencies

INTRODUCTION
Over the past several years the United States has experienced several major
natural disasters. As a result, the level of disaster preparedness across the country
has been thoroughly tested. An on-going research project, being conducted at the
Georgia Institute of Technology with support from the United States Army
Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL), is investigating the state of
existing disaster relief planning.
particular.

Emphasis is being placed on construction in

The research includes a survey of various types of emergency

management agencies. This report discusses the response to the survey. Appendix
D shows the survey data. In most cases the response was not what the general public
would expect.
The intent of the survey was to gather information from different types and
levels of government agencies about disaster relief planning. Topics included in the
survey were organization, planning and interagency relationships. In the planning
section there was also a specific focus on planning for construction during the
response/recovery phase. This was included as part of specific research in the area
of construction planning for disaster relief, a major concern of CERL.

Forty

federal, state and local emergency management agencies located throughout the
Southeastern United States were contacted as part of the investigation. The response
rate was 67.5% (27/40).

The respondents were divided into three groups and

included ten federal (Army, Navy, Air Force and Coast Guard bases, Corps of
Engineers offices, NASA) organizations, thirteen county agencies and four state and
federal emergency management agencies.
1\fETHODOLOGY
Agencies were selected for inclusion in the survey based on location.
Counties on both the Atlantic and Gulf coasts that are susceptible to hurricanes were
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identified, as were states meeting those criteria. Federal organizations located in
these areas were also included in the survey. Once the list was compiled, addresses
were collected and surveys mailed. In cases where the address was not readily
available the agencies were dropped from the list.
The survey was divided into three sections, organizational data, planning and
inter-agency relationships. Each section sought specific information to help establish
patterns that would lead to a better basic understanding of disaster planning in this
region of the country.

Many of the questions were overly simplified with that

objective in mind. In the third section each responding agency was asked a uniform
set of questions about their contact with other agencies. The only exception to the
uniform set was in the group a questions concerning contact with the military.
Military organizations are typically response agencies so questions about location and

response time were added.
As much as possible the respondents were given a list of answers from which
to select.

Although this may have distorted or generalized the corresponding

statistics, it was done to make the survey easier to respond to and to analyze. Some
of the respondents commented on the format but overall it was well received.
As the responses came back they were sorted into the three groups mentioned
earlier. The responses to questions that had fixed answers were tabulated. Answers
to certain questions were based on the response to previous questions and were
evaluated as such.

Questions that had open-ended answers were reviewed and

summarized, but not tabulated.

ORGANIZATIONAL DATA
Section one of the survey dealt with the organization, financing and training
of the responding agency.

It rapidly became apparent that the agencies were

organized by function and level. Overall, approximately 41% of the responding
agencies had fewer than five full-time employees but the group breakdown shows
extreme differences. The military organizations were generally large (60% had over
15 full-time personnel). This is probably a reflection of their missions as response
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agencies. They were also independently funded. At the other extreme, most (62%)
of the county agencies had fewer than five full-time employees and all had less than
fifteen. In addition, 92% were dependent on external funding for some of their
budget. The limited number of personnel and the subsidized budget is an indication
that their primary mission is to be coordinators, not response agencies. The state
agencies were large but they also receive external funding to help with budgets.
This may indicate the concern that the federal government has in .e mergency
management as it is federal money that the states count on. Additionally, many of
the counties also received federal funds directly or through the state.
After size and funding, training was the third main topic of section one. In
this portion the agencies were asked about employee training, internal and external
training exercises. The vast majority (81 %) of the agencies operated an internal
training program for their personnel. This training was directed at the skills of the
individual workers. In the area of group training exercises most agencies (59%)
reported conducting between one and four per year. The military organizations
reported a slightly higher number, with 40% reporting more than four exercises per
year.
Twenty-five of the agencies reported that other government agencies
participated in their training exercises. Counties and states reported having outside
participation more frequently than the military. This statistic is a reflection of both
the mission of the sponsoring agency and its source of funding. It is to be expected
that the small and relatively dependent county agencies would involve others in their
training. They require other agencies to coordinate with, whereas the military is less
likely because of a more limited need for outside assistance. It may also reflect the

type of training being done, the military is training response groups while the others
are focusing on coordination exercises.
A similar result appeared when the agencies were asked if the local
communities were involved in their exercises. The answer was yes, most of the
time, from the counties and yes, sometimes, from the military.

The state and

federal agencies were split on this issue with state exercises being more participatory
2J

than FEMA's. This result also reflects the expected response for the same reasons
as described previously.

It does, however, shed some light on the disconnect

between FEMA and Dade County during the response to Hurricane Andrew.
When asked about participation in external emergency preparedness exercises
the response was again very positive (89% yes). Over 50% of the agencies reported
participating in external exercises between one and four times per year.

When

compared with the results of previous questions, these responses are not.surprising.
The external participants must come from somewhere, usually other emergency
management agencies.
Analyzing the first section of the survey leads to the belief that most of the
emergency management personnel are well-trained, both as individuals and as
organizations. Exercises are conducted regularly and participation levels are high.
For the most part this appears to be an accurate reflection of disaster response
reports. The problems highlighted are rarely in the quality of effort provided but
rather in the communication between the different agencies.
In addition, most emergency management agencies are organized to
coordinate the efforts of others rather than take action themselves. This makes
communication the key to success, but communication is the most difficult task to
accomplish.

Communication breakdowns lead to both insufficient response and

duplication of effort. This aspect is explored further in section three.

PLANNING
The second section of the survey dealt with emergency action plans and,
additionally, response/recovery construction. Happily, all of the responding agencies
reported that they had plans for emergency actions. Most of the agencies (63%)
reported that their plans had been updated within the last year or were currently
being updated. In addition, 67% of the agencies also reported that they review their
plans at least once per year. This shows that the concerns for disaster response are
ongoing, at least at the emergency management agencies.
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About half of all the agencies also reported receiving assistance in the
preparation and review process. This assistance came from both higher and lower
level agencies as well as some non-government sources. However, none of the
counties indicated that they received any assistance from the federal government.
FEMA has published guidelines for developing (CPG 1-8) and reviewing (CPG 18A) emergency action plans but unless the states are pushing them from their level
it would appear that the guidelines are not being used. The guidelines ·that FEMA
has distributed state that the team approach to planning should be used. That team,

however, is defined as the state and local agencies and any non-governmental group
that has a mission. 2
Part of assisting in the development of any plan is reviewing that plan. The
guidelines specify that it is the State's responsibility to review all local plans for
compliance and completeness. Also included in the guidelines is the requirement for
the State to provide the FEMA regional office with new or upgraded local plans, in
addition to the State plan. 3 However, only one county reported submitting its plan
to the federal government. Combined with previous information, the indication is
that FEMA is not concerned with county level emergency planning.

As the

emergency management system functions on a hierarchical structure, this may not
be a big surprise but it is a big concern.
The remainder of section two focused on the issue of planning for
construction. Information on two major concepts was sought. The first dealt with
construction materials. A key to rapid construction response is the availability of
construction equipment and material. However, at the state and county level only
three of the seventeen respondents indicated that they had a stockpile of construction
materials available for emergency use.

This may also reflect the mission of

coordination versus that of response but it severely impacts on the speed of response
2

FEMA, CPG 1-8/Guide for the Development of State and Local Emergency Operations Plans, September
1990, p. 2-2.
3

FEMA, CPG 1-SA/A Guide for the Review of State and Local Emergency Operations Plans, October
1992, p. 2-1.
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as well as the potential cost. The federal agencies, on the other hand, reported 70%
of organizations with supplies stockpiled. These supplies are of materials that would
be used in the day-to-day operations of the base engineering organizations, but they
are readily available for disaster response as well. Recent disaster responses by
these organizations have been accelerated because of the availability of these
supplies.
A solution to the construction problem caused by the lack of resources is
contracting. Having pre-established contracts, or at least contacts, can reduce the
time needed to get a response. Here again, only federal organizations reported
having work by construction contractors pre-arranged. In one case the contracts
have already been signed. It would appear that this is an avenue worth pursuing in
developing response/recovery plans for the future.
INTER-AGENCY RELATIONSHIPS
The third section of the survey focused on how the different agencies
interacted with each other over the last five years. The data was grouped by agency
type. When looking at the overall picture some interesting results are revealed.

More agencies were likely to contact federal or state agencies than county or local
ones. In nearly every case the respondents reported initiating the contact, creating
an interesting conflict between data sets. Somebody has to be on the receiving end.
Perhaps the most interesting observation is that only 9 of the 106 reported contacts
were rated below good. It would seem that overall, everyone is happy with the
relationships between the various agencies involved in disaster relief. At the very
least, it would appear that the various agencies can contact each other when needed.
First, all of the agencies except the FEMA regional office were asked about
their dealings with FEMA.

During the time period referred to, 85% of the

respondents reported dealing with FEMA. Further, 73% reported that the contact
was the result of a disaster. The same percentage of respondents indicated that they
were the ones initiating the contact and the overwhelming majority (81 %) reported
that making contact was easy. This indicates that the lines of communications exist
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and are open. A similar number reported that the contact was part of the disaster
response plan, an indication that most plans include some of the right contact points.
Of those agencies who dealt with FEMA, 64% asked for assistance of various
types, although mostly money. The groups most likely to ask for FEMA assistance
were counties and states. This is not unexpected based on the traditional roles of
FEMAs at those levels. The military, for the most part, was equipped to handle
much of the response by itself and more frequently offered assistance than asked for
it. A very good sign was the high percentage (86%) of agencies that got what they
requested. This would also make it easy to understand why 77% rated their contact
with FEMA as good or excellent.
Next, all of the agencies except for the state level ones were asked about
contact with state emergency management agencies. With only minor fluctuations,
the response was almost identical to the response about FEMA. The only significant
difference was that more of the contacts were initiated by the respondents (95% vs.
73%) rather than the state. Again, counties led the way in asking for assistance.
The third block of questions in this section dealt with counties.

County

agencies were asked how they dealt with neighboring counties while other agencies
were asked about contacts with counties in general. Significantly fewer respondents,
only 56%, reported contact with county agencies than with other agencies to this
point. And of those reporting contact only 40% indicated that the contact was a
result of a disaster. Another significant difference was that only one respondent
asked for assistance from this level of government. While this may not appear to
be significant because county agencies do not have a lot of internal resources, it does
indicate that in a disaster situation it is everyone for themselves at this level. This
could hinder a regional response to an emergency situation because of
communications breakdowns.
Contact with local agencies was the subject of the next group of questions.
Here, too, the results remained remarkably consistent, at least with the results of the
county section. There were no significant differences at all. This demonstrates the
isolated status to which local governments are relegated. Contacted was initiated by
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the responding agencies in 79% of the cases, indicating that if the local agencies
were not called they did not participate.

As no local agencies were asked to

participate in the survey it is difficult to determine if that view is shared at the local
level. It would seem logical that if the disaster was beyond the capabilities of the
local agency to handle the first place to go for help would be the county. The data
seems to indicate that this is not true. Another possibility is that there are only a
few communities large enough to maintain a local emergency management and that
in most cases the county agency is the lowest level of response.
The final two blocks of questions in this section dealt with the military. One
block focused on state and federal military units and the other with the Army Corps
of Engineers.
State and federal military units were frequently contacted by other agencies
during the time period studied. At least 75% of each of the three surveyed groups
reported such contact. In addition, 63% of those reported that the contact was as
a result of a disaster, and over half reported asking for assistance. In all cases the
military response was swift, less than 24 hours, and the requested support was
provided. In most cases the responding unit was less than 25 miles away, which
certainly helped.

This reflects favorably on the military's ability to react and

respond, making them a leading player in disaster recovery operations.

It also

indicates that emergency response could be a valid reasons for maintaining bases
dispersed throughout the country.
Although there is a tendency to overlook the response capabilities of the
military in many domestic matters, the survey indicates that this could be a potential
future mission. Of all the agencies the military was rated the highest, with 68% of
those dealing with the military describing their contact as excellent. In many cases
it may have been just the presence of uniformed personnel that instilled confidence
in the ability to deal with the situation.
The Army Corps of Engineers also received good evaluations.

Fewer

agencies actually included the Corps in their plans but those that did got the support
they needed in nearly every case. As with the military units, the Corps provided
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more assistance than it requested.

Generally, this agency was overlooked and

underutilized. It can provide a wide range of services and needs to become more
involved in the planning process.
SUMMARY

Conducting this survey has been a valuable learning tool. It has helped
develop a better understanding of the emergency management system as it exists
today. It also surfaces questions for future study.
There are several key points that should be highlighted.

First, most

emergency management agencies are coordination, not response organizations. They
are not staffed to actually perform disaster relief operations, only to coordinate the
actions of others. The major exception to this generalization is the military, which
seems to combine the two functions. Second, there is a lot of disaster preparedness
training going on. As organizations become better trained they will only improve
their capabilities. Third, plans do not always include all of the available assets.
Less than 60% of the plans included the federal military or the Corps of Engineers,
even just as a reference, and less than 50% included the state military. Fourth,
response and recovery construction is not well planned or organized. In most cases
it is done on a take whatever is available basis. Finally, most agencies are satisfied
with the quality of their contacts with other organizations. Communication channels
are open and being used.
It is also significant that the FEMA guidelines are not well utilized. Part of

the reason for this is that the guidelines are overly focused on the nuclear disaster.
The proposed organization of the plan looks comprehensive but the sample provided
leaves out examples of the sections in which most local agencies would be interested.
For example, the sample plan includes an annex on Radiological Defense but not the
ones for Law Enforcement, Public Works and Fire and Rescue. In other annexes
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most of the material also deals with the nuclear threat. 4 FEMA should review these
examples and focus them on more likely scenarios.
It is important to broaden the study.

While the number of responding

agencies was small, hopefully it was representative. Broadening the study would
increase the validity. Further research in the area of construction planning is also
indicated. This is currently underway through a direct study of several current
response plans. An idea that should be cot:tsidered is the consolidation of emergency
management functions. It may be possible to create regional coordination/response
organizations that could more effectively deal with disaster situations as both
coordinators and response organizations. How these agencies would be organized
and funded bears further study.
Efforts need to be made to further strengthen the ties between emergency
management agencies at all levels of government. Preparedness can be increased but
at least a start has been made. Disaster relief in this country is far from perfect but
it is heading in a positive direction.

4

CPG 1-8, Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusions

Introduction
At its conception this project was designed to survey the current status of
construction planning for disaster relief, determine what information was being used
and look at creating a system to make use more effective. All of this effort was
predicated on the idea that construction planning was being done at all the various
levels of government. With that assumption, the remainder of the effort would
follow in a logical sequence.
As the first key element of the project, the literature review, began, it
became apparent that very little consideration had been given to documenting the
planning process. By the completion of the review it was apparent that the reason
for this lack of documentation was a lack of actual planning efforts. Construction
planning was not being done to the extent that had been anticipated.

In fact,

construction planning was almost non-existent.
The lack of evidence of construction planning led to a fundamental change
in the direction of the research. The primary effort became determining who was

responsible for the construction effort, how it was coordinated and what information
was required. To that end, a written survey of emergency management agencies was
conducted, interviews with emergency management personnel were done and on-site
visits to areas of flood-stricken Georgia were made.
This report contains the compilation of these efforts as well as the ongoing
literature searches. The information gathered forms a picture of poor organization
and preparedness in the area of construction planning for disaster relief. While
agencies at all levels of government promote preparedness, construction is a very
low priority. There is plenty of room for improvement.
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Responsibility

Exactly who does what should be the first concern of all emergency
managers.

In the United States today emergency management agencies can be

divided into two categories, responders and coordinators. Ideally, most agencies
would be responders but in reality they are not. The vast majority of emergency
management agencies in this country are coordination agencies that have very limited
resources of their own.
In most areas of the country

~mergency

management can be divided into

three levels. At the top of the structure is the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA). Next in the chain are the state emergency management agencies
and they are followed by agencies located at the county level. In some areas,
particularly those with large cities in them, there may be a fourth level of agencies,
the local level.
The main premise behind this structure is that emergencies should be handled
by the agency at the lowest possible level. Therefore, state agencies do not begin
operations until the county and local agencies have reached the limit of their
capabilities. The same applies to FEMA, which cannot act until the disaster has
exceeded state capabilities. This is further complicated by the fact that at the federal
level FEMA cannot take action until the state actually applies for assistance and the
president declares a federal emergency. The complicated communication procedure
has created problems in the past, most recently visible when Hurricane Andrew hit
Dade County, Florida in 1992.
Shoving aside the communications problems, what does FEMA really bring
to a disaster situation? It is a relatively small, for the federal government, agency
comprised mainly of management specialists. Its primary function is to coordinate
the efforts of other federal and private agencies like the Department of Defense
(DoD) or the American Red Cross. In this function FEMA has no actual response
capabilities of its own. Because of this lack of the interna1 capability to respond,
FEMA does very little detailed planning for the relief effort. Instead, it delegates
that responsibility to the various agencies it coordinates.
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In the area of construction this responsibility falls to the DoD, in general, and

the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), in particular. Under the
Federal Res.ponse Plan (1992), FEMA has divided the many response activities into
twelve Emergency Support Functions (ESFs) and assigned them to different federal
agencies for planning purposes. Public Works and Engineering (ESF #3) covers
most of the construction effort and is the responsibility of DoD. Here, too, planning
is primarily directed at coordination efforts.

In some cases USACE provides

resources and personnel to perform response operations but generally the principle
function is one of contracting and contract supervision.
At the state level the organization is very similar to that of FEMA. State
emergency management agencies perform the same services, only one level closer
to the problem. They coordinate state level organizations like the Department of

Transportation or the state police. As an example, the Georgia plan (Georgia, 1993)
mirrors the federal plan in structure with a main section defining the many
supporting areas of the plan and annexes for each of those areas. In the annex
responsibility for planning is given to another state level agency with guidelines as
to what must be planned for. Public Works and Engineering Services (Annex 9)
places the major construction planning responsibilities on the Department of Natural
Resources (Water/Sewer) and the Department of Transportation (everything else).
The detail work is left to these agencies.
Unlike FEMA, however, the state agencies can more often call on people
who actually have response capabilities. When FEMA asks the Federal Highway
Administration for help it gets inspectors and administrators, when the state asks the
Department of Transportation it can get road crews. And since the states are not
directly constrained by the Stafford Disaster Relief and Emereency Assistance Act
(Public Law 93-288 as amended), they are more able to be proactive in both
planning and response.
The key to responsibility for disaster response is the county. This is not
because the county emergency management agency has personnel capable of direct
response but is due to the proximity to the problem. Most county level agencies
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have less than five full-time employees (Kovel, 1994) and are organized to
coordinate the efforts of the local police, fire, public works and other departments.
It is here that the most detailed planning is accomplished.
To summarize this section, everyone in the emergency management chain has
some planning responsibilities. However, the emergency management agencies at
the state and federal levels focus their planning efforts on coordination, not response.

It is predominately a local responsibility to do the detailed planning that causes relief
activities to be accomplished.

Coordination
All response activities start at the local level.

The county emergency

management agency activates its response plan and begins the response process. In
the case of a hurricane or flood, that process can begin in advance of the disaster
striking.

In other situations it begins immediately on conclusion of the initial

onslaught. The first step in all cases is the establishment of an emergency operations
center (EOC). This event is one of the most detailed activities in the emergency
operations plan, at all levels. At the local level, the EOC is usually a room or small
complex of rooms that are kept in a constant state of readiness. The only things
missing on a day-to-day basis are the personnel who man the site. At higher levels,
most plans provide detailed instructions on how to create the necessary facilities.
During the Georgia flood of 1994, FEMA acquired a multi-story office building in
which to establish its equivalent of an EOC, the Disaster Field Office. The EOC
is the central point from which all coordination efforts are directed.
With representatives from the various supporting agencies immediately
available at the EOC, the county emergency manager can direct his limited resources
at the most pressing problems. Construction work is usually done by the public
works personnel or by contract with local construction firms. It is the responsibility
of the county emergency manager to coordinate these efforts.

Problems arise

quickly because of the limited budgets for contracting and the usually small pool of
county level government resources.
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The first major external coordination point occurs when those resources are
fully expended. It is then necessary to coordinate with the state level emergency
manager for state resources.

This is usually not a problem because of the

relationship between the state and county agencies. According to published FEMA
guidelines (CPG 1-Sa, 1992), the state is to review and approve all county plans.
Theoretically, complete knowledge of the plan makes coordination of efforts easier.
It also allows the state to anticipate problem areas and be prepared for them. It also
becomes the state manager's responsibility to coordinate for the transfer of assets.
The actual employment of assets is most often done by the local officials. The
major exception being repair construction of state and federal roadways.

The

difficulties arise when the state resources are fully committed.
Once the state has fully committed its resources it may apply to the federal
government for assistance. In order to receive this assistance the President must
declare the region involved a federal disaster area. The disaster declaration then
triggers the activation of the federal Response Plan. FEMA is then free to begin
to coordinate relief efforts by the appropriate federal agencies. If the communication
process is hindered in any way the flow of relief efforts will be disrupted. Part of
the problem that arose during Hurricane Andrew in 1992 was that there was a
communication breakdown in this procedure. Another part of the problem was that
the bulk of the relief effort involved doing damage surveys and releasing funds, not
doing actual response work. The actual work was coordinated by the local officials
and much of it was done by contract.
In contrast to the lack of coordination in Florida, FEMA and Hawaii's
emergency management team were able to effectively coordinate their efforts only
weeks later when Hurricane lniki struck. In addition, the military leaders in Hawaii
were able to develop a contingency plan to provide direct response effort
immediately upon the declaration of the disaster. In this case, coordination between
the various agencies was smooth and FEMA was able to provide physical, as well
as monetary, relief. Of course the relatively small size of the disaster had something
to do with this effectiveness, as did the location. Here, the military did much of the
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initial work because it had the capability to get personnel, equipment and material

to the sites, the typical contractor did not. Coordination was a military function,
something its basic organization is well prepared to accomplish.
Analysis of this section leads to two basic conclusions about coordination of
disaster response efforts. First, it is easier for the local officials to coordinate the
work effort. They have a fundamental understanding of what needs to be done and

in what order. In addition, the local officials have greater knowledge of and access
to the physical resources required for construction purposes. Second, FEMA is
organized only to coordinate managerial work and to distribute funds. It can provide
a wide array of expertise in disaster response functions but only a limited response
capability on its own. The key to success in disaster response is for the state to
coordinate the funding capability of FEMA with the construction capability of the
local officials.

Information Requirements
Several items of information are required for the development of effective
plans. Among the questions to be answered: how does the emergency management
system know what has to be done, what resources are required and where those
resources are located? Initial research indicates that this information is not readily
available, but rather is collected in an ad hoc manner once the disaster occurs.
Without this information, though, thorough planning would be extremely difficult.
There is a fundamental problem between the approach discovered by the initial
research, ad hoc data collection, and the ideal situation,

a well-planned and

coordinated response.
Of the items required, resource location is the easiest to deal with.
Identifying potential sources of materials, equipment and trained personnel could be
as easy as looking in the Yellow Pa&es under construction. The key to making use
of this effective information is creating a list of local construction firms that can
support disaster response operations.

Included in the list should be available

equipment and stocked materials. Although some states, Georgia being one, are
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beginning to require these lists (Planning, 1994), very few existing plans have them.
The most difficult task associated with this type of information gathering is keeping
the listings up-to-date. One enhancement allowing more efficient use of this type of
information is Geographic Information Systems (GIS). A fully developed GIS will
not only identify .where the resources are located but will also display those positions
on a map. This will greatly increase the rate of response by permitting allocation
of resources based on proximity to need. These systems are in place in many larger
cities but the cost may be prohibitive in smaUer jurisdictions.
What work is needed and what resources are required for that work present
a different kind of information problem. In reality, there is no way to know exactly
what needs to be done due to the high degree of randomness associated with
disasters.

Because of this, many planners make no attempt to do this type of

planning. The result is that the community is rarely prepared for the extent of the
damage. The solution to this problem· is modeling. If the planner can see a picture,
or series of pictures, of the different threats then a more effective plan .can be
developed.
While it is possible to model every kind of disaster, some are easier than
others and are more predictable. The National Weather Service (NWS) has been
working on a hurricane model for years. Presently it has developed two, one for
hurricanes striking unprotected shore lines (SPLASH) and one for hurricanes
crossing bays or lakes before striking shore (SLOSH). By running thousands of
simulations using varying conditions NWS has created reasonable estimates for
sixteen areas that can be covered by the SLOSH model. A planner can take data
about an actual hurricane and plot it against the model to determine extent of
damage. Of course, by this time it is too late to create a detailed response plan.
Therefore, to create an effective detailed plan it is necessary to select a storm level
that should be planned for and prepare accordingly. The model provides the most
likely areas of damage and the extent.

The planner determines the resource

requirements to repair the expected damage and a method of getting those resources
to the appropriate site.
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This is good if the plan is for one of the sixteen locations where the model
is done. Other locations, without existing data, cannot benefit from this and would
have to commission the NWS to model their particular sites. This is a costly and
time consuming task. The same is true for those locations for which the SPLASH
is required as less data is available for their use.

The bottom line is money,

something that is not in abundance at most local emergency management agencies.
Effective models for other disaster types are much less available. The most
complete information is probably available for nuclear attacks, the least likely
disaster to occur.

The military interest in this subject is the reason for the

availability of planning guides for this type of disaster. Without good models the
estimation process is very difficult and the planning process nearly impossible. So
what is the emergency manager going to do? It would appear that the current
sol ution is to return to the list of available resources and hope that it will be enough.

Analysis
What is it that emergency managers really need to make their work more
effective? Originally this project set out believing that it was information flow that
was the answer and that devising a means of improving that flow would be the
solution. As it turns out, information flow is a minor problem but solving the flow
problem will not bring about the increased effectiveness anticipated.

The real

problems are the overall organization of emergency management in this country and
the lack of funding at the local level.

There are several solutions to the first

problem but really only one to the second.
Many writers have presented ideas for improving the national emergency
management system. One of the solutions discussed is regionalizing the county level
operations to create agencies that are better staffed and equipped to perform response
activities (Waugh, "Regionalizing," 1994). The guiding principle for this action is
that most disasters impact on more that one county at a time.

Therefore, a

coordinated response by a regional authority will be more effective than a series of
responses by individual counties.

This would also reduce the number of
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communication links required should the disaster exceed the on site capabilities.
Reorganization of FEMA is another popular solution to the problem. That
idea is clearly developed in a special study by the National Academy of Public
Administration (•Coping, • 1993). Some of the recommendations deal with reducing
the number of regional office to coincide with regional offices of other agencies,
reducing the number of political appointees and restructuring around a more clearly
defined mission. Other recommendations deal with funding and communications.
It has even been suggested that the military take the lead in disaster response

(Petersen, 1993 and Schrader, 1993).

After all, the military already has the

capabilities to deal with most situations. The response organizations already exist
and any additional training requirements could be worked in with minimal effort.
A strong chain of command and built-in support elements make military units rapidly
deployable and basically self-sufficient.

However, this could detract from the

military's principle mission, war fighting. The real solution is probably somewhere
in between the options described.
As for the money problem, there usually seems to be enough after the fact.
It is necessary to get some of that money to the state and county agencies before the
disaster strikes. More up-front money will lead to better planning and preparedness.
This would, in tum, lead to a lower cost later, perhaps balancing or even lowering
the total cost.

Not only would planning be improved but the mitigation efforts

would also benefit. The problem appears to be that Congress would rather not spend
money for disaster programs unless it absolutely has to spend it.

Conclusion
From the research conducted it can be concluded that construction planning
for disaster relief is in need of a tremendous amount of improvement. The problem
is that a vicious cycle exists in the planning process. Detailed planning requires
extensive information on the probable extent of the damage.
estimates are only available after the disaster strikes.
information is available, it is to late to do any planning.
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Currently damage

By the time the required

It can be seen from the report that the first step in breaking this cycle is to

make the necessary planning information available at a point in time where it will
be useful. At present, there are only three major disaster types that have developed
models usable for creating this type of information. The best estimating tools are
available for nuclear attacks, a fairly unlikely occurrence. And as mentioned above,
the NWS has hurricane models for both protected and open coasts. Unfortunately,
the NWS models are not readily available for public use. Finally, there should be
a credible amount of information on flood damage available but it does not appear
to be widely disseminated. With a national flood insurance agency one would think
that dissemination would not be a problem.
Once the information is available to the emergency managers at all levels the
next step, the planning process, can begin. Some communities have already begun
by creating the resource lists described earlier.

It is important that emergency

managers at the response level have these lists. Ideally, the emergency manager
would also have a GIS database to support the planning process.
The report also identifies that the key to taking the two steps described is
funding. Both models and GIS equipment are high cost items. Most community and
even state emergency management offices do not have the discretionary funding to
undertake these expenses. Part of the problem can be solved by consolidation, as
recommended by Dr. Waugh ("Regionalizing," 1994). This would require fewer
GIS setups and would also save money for them by eliminating some local
emergency management positions. The other part of the problem, models, could be
solved by FEMA level funding of research and development projects in this field.

Or, as part of a FEMA reorganization, the creation of an in-house research section
to the do the work internally.

Recommendations for Future Study
There are two major areas of future research that present themselves in this
study. First, what is the most efficient way to organize the emergency management
system in this country.

Many people have made recommendations, some were
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discussed earlier. The final solution will be found in a hybrid of those and others.
The development of such a system bears further study.
This new organization must create agencies that can not only coordinate the
efforts of others but also be capable of physically responding at some point.
Research into creating a specific federal disaster response organization would prove
beneficial. As cost is such a big issue, the development of tables of org~tion and
equipment that are the most effective use of resources will be a challenge. The
impact of such a response team on local economies would also be a major
consideration, with both benefits and costs. Maintenance and training costs would
also have to be considered. The military could play a key role in all aspects of this
because of its experiences.
Second, the development of disaster simulations is a wide open field. With
only a handful in existence, a lot of effort could be done in this area. The major
concern that must be addressed is whether or not it is possible to create generic
models. If every site model is different, the creation of these models will be a very
expensive proposition.
Models for all flood plains should be distributed to the counties impacted.
The National Flood Insurance Program should actively seek out those communities
not currently part of the program and push for their participation. As historical data
is available in many locations, the development of a model or series of models
should not be that difficult. The Waterways Experimentation Station at Vicksburg,
Mississippi could be a lead agency in this field.
Another area of research that could prove beneficial is building codes and
their impact on disaster damage. While this study focused on preparedness and
response, study of mitigation efforts could impact on the response planning needs in
the long term. Designing buildings and other structures to withstand disaster will
reduce the load on those agencies that must respond to them. A related field that
may be of interest is land use management, for the same reasons as described above.
There is plenty of work that can be done. The biggest obstacle in the path
of these efforts is funding. Governments at all levels expend a considerable amount
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of money on disaster response and recovery. Perhaps some proactive spending
would be in order.
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GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
DISASTER RELIEF PLANNING SURVEY

I. ORGANIZATION:
1. What is the official name of your organization?

2. How many full time employees are there in the organization?
Less than 5
Between 5 and 15
More than 15
3. Do you receive any external funding (not from your level of government)?
Yes
No
If yes, from what source?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. Does your organization have an employee training program?
Yes
No

5. How often does your organization conduct training exercises?
Less than once per year
One to four times per year
More than four times per year
6. When was the last exercise conducted?

-----------------

7. Do other government agencies participate in your exercises?
Yes
No (Go to question 9)
8. How often do other government agencies participate?
Always
Most of the time
Sometimes
Never
9. Do the local communities participate in your exercises?
Yes
No (Go to question 11)
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10. How often do the local communities participate?
Always
Most of the time
Sometimes
Never
11. Does your organization participate in the disaster relief exercises of other
agencies?
Yes
No (Go to section ll)
12. How often do you participate in exercises sponsored by other agencies?
Less than once per year
One to four times per year
More than four times per year
ll. PLANS
1. Does your organization have a disaster relief plan?
Yes
No

If the answer to question 1 was no, please stop here and return the survey.
2. When was the last time this plan was updated? - - - - 3. How often is the plan reviewed?
Less than once per year
One to four times per year
More than four times per year
4. Did you receive any assistance when preparing or reviewing the plan?
Yes
No

5. If the answer to question 4 was yes, who provided the assistance?
Local Authorities
State Authorities
Federal Authorities
Other

--------------------

so

6. Which of the following agencies are included in the plan?
FEMA

State Emergency Management Agency
County Emergency Management Agency
Local Emergency Management Agency
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Federal Military Units
State Military Units
7. Who has copies of your plan?
Local Authorities

State Authorities
Federal Authorities
Other

---------------------

8. Does the plan include a warning and information system for the public?

Yes

No

9. Does the plan call for the stockpiling of construction materials to be used in case
of an emergency?
Yes
No (Go to Question 13)
10. Who determined what types of materials and the required amounts?
11. Where did the data used as the basis of the estimate come from?

Federal agency projections
State agency projections
Private projections
Other

-------------------------

12. How far away from the expected area of use are the stockpiles located?
Less than 5 miles
Between 5 and 25 miles
More than 25 miles
13. Does the plan include pre-arranged work with construction contractors?
Yes
No (Go to question 24)
14. Who decides what and how much of the relief work is to be done by the

contractors?
15. Are the contractors already selected?
Yes
No
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16. Have the contracts already been prepared and signed?
Yes
No (Go to question 18)

17. What kind of contracts are included in the plan?
Cost plus fiXed fee
Cost plus percentage
Guaranteed maximum price
Other

-------------------------

18. Are the· contracts only let to local companies or are non-local contractors also
considered?
Local contractors only
Both local and non-local contractors
Non-local contractors
19. Are there any special prequalifications that the contractors must have, such as
previous disaster reconstruction experience?
Yes
No (Go to question 21)
20. What special qualifications have been identified?

21. Does the plan cover back-up contracting companies, in case the chosen
contractors suffer damages due to the natural disaster?
Yes
No
22. Who is responsible for supervising the work done by the contractors?

23. How soon after the disaster do the contractors have to begin relief efforts?
Less than 24 hours
Between 24 and 72 hours
More than 72 hours

S2

24. Have you had to implement your plan in the last five years?
Yes
No
If the answer to question 24 was no, please stop here and return the survey.

m.

INTERAGENCY RELATIONS:

A. FEMA
1. Have you dealt with the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
within the last five years?
Yes
No
If the answer was no please go to the next sub-section.

2. Were the dealings the result of a disaster?
Yes

No

3. Did you contact FEMA or did they contact you?
FEMA initiated the contact
We initiated the contact

4. If you initiated the contact, how easy was it for you to reach FEMA?
Very Easy
Easy
Difficult
Very Difficult
5. Was the contact part of your disaster
Yes
No
6. Did you request assistance?
Yes

~elief

plan?

No

7. If the answer to question 6 was yes, what assistance did you request?
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8. Did you receive the assistance you requested?
Yes
No

9. If the answer to question 8 was no, what assistance did you not receive?

10. Overall, how would you rate your contact with FEMA?
Excellent
Good
Marginal
Poor

B.~

1. Have you dealt with your state's emergency management office within the last
five years?
Yes
No
If the answer was no please go to the next sub-section.

2. Were the dealings the result of a disaster?
Yes

No

3. Did you contact the state office or did they contact you?
State office initiated the contact
We initiated the contact

4. If you initiated the contact, how easy was it for you to reach the state office?
Very Easy
Easy
Difficult
Very Difficult
5. Was the contact part of your disaster relief plan?
Yes
No
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6. Did you request assistance?
Yes

No

7. If the answer to question 6 was yes, what assistance did you request?

8. Did you receive the assistance you requested?
Yes
No
9. If the answer to question 8 was no, what assistance did you not receive?

10. Overall, how would you rate your contact with the state office?
Excellent
Good
Marginal
Poor
C. County
1.
Have you dealt with your county or surrounding county's emergency
management office within the last five years?
Yes
No
If the answer was no please go to the next sub-section.
2. Were the dealings the result of a disaster?
Yes
No
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3. Did you contact the county office or did they contact you?
County office initiated the contact
We initiated the contact
4. If you initiated the contact, how easy was it for you to reach the county office?
Very Easy
Easy
Difficult
Very Difficult
5. Was the contact part of your disaster relief plan?
Yes
No
6. Did you request assistance?
Yes

No

7. If the answer to question 6 was yes, what assistance did you request?

8. Did you receive the assistance you requested?
Yes
No
9. If the answer to question 8 was no, what assistance did you not receive?

10. Overall, how would you rate your contact with the county office?
Excellent
Good
Marginal
Poor
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D.~

1. Have you dealt with a local (city or town) emergency management office within
the last five years?
Yes
No
If the answer was no please go to the next sub-section.

2. Were the dealings the result of a disaster?
Yes

No

3. Did you contact the local office or did they contact you?
Local office initiated the contact
We initiated the contact

4. If you initiated the contact, how easy was it for you to reach the local office?
Very Easy
Easy
Difficult
Very Difficult
5. Was the contact part of your disaster relief plan?
No
Yes
6. Did you request assistance?
Yes

No

7. If the answer to question 6 was yes, what assistance did you request?

8. Did you receive the assistance you requested?
Yes
No
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9. If the answer to question 8 was no, what assistance did you not receive?

10. Overall, how would you rate your contact with the local office?
Excellent
Good
Marginal
Poor

E. Military
1. Have you dealt with the federal military or national guard within the last five
years?
Yes
No
If the answer was no please go to the next sub-section.

2. Were the dealings the result of a disaster?
Yes

No

3. Did you contact the military or did they contact you?
Military initiated the contact
We initiated the contact

4. If you initiated the contact, how easy was it for you to reach the proper military
authorities?
Very Easy
Easy
Difficult
Very Difficult
5. Was the contact part of your disaster relief plan?
Yes
No

S8

6. How far away from your location is the military installation or organization that
you attempted to contact?
Less than 25 miles
Between 25 and 100 miles
More than 100 miles

7. Did you request assistance?
Yes

No

8. If the answer to question 7 was yes, what assistance did you request?

9. How long did it take for the military to respond?
Less than 24 hours
Between 24 and 72 hours
More than 72 hours

10. Did you receive the assistance you requested?
Yes
No
11. If the answer to question 10 was no, what assistance did you not receive?

12. Overall, how would you rate your contact with the federal military?
Excellent
Good
Marginal
Poor

S9·

F. Army Corps of En&ineers
1. Have you dealt with the Corps of Engineers within the last five years?
Yes
No
If the answer was no please go to the next sub-section.

2. Were the dealings the result of a disaster?
Yes

No

3. Did you contact the Corps or did they contact you?
Corps initiated the contact
We initiated the contact
4. If you initiated the contact, how easy was it for you to reach the proper Corps
authorities?
Very Easy
Easy
Difficult
Very Difficult

5. Was the contact part of your disaster relief plan?
Yes

No

6. Did you request assistance?
Yes

No

7. If the answer to question 6 was yes, what assistance did you request?

8. Did you receive the assistance you requested?
Yes
No
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9. If the answer to question 8 was no, what assistance did you not receive?

10. Overall, how would you rate your contact with the Corps of Engineers?
Excellent
Good
Marginal

·Poor
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FLORIDA COUNTIFS
Broward
Emergency Preparedness
115 South Andrews Ave
Suite A-400
Ft Lauderdale FL 33301
Brevard
Emergency Management Office
1746 Cedar St
Rock Ledge FL 32955
Hillsborough
Emergency Planning
PO Box 1110
Tampa FL 33601
St Johns
Emergency Management Office
4425 Avenue A
St Augustine FL 32092
Escambia
Emergency Management Services
2920 North C st
Pensacola FL 32501
Collier
Emergency Management
ATIN: Ken Pinneau
Collier County Government Complex
3301 East Tamiami Trail
Naples FL 33962
Monroe
Emergency Management
490 63rd St Suite 150
Marathon FL 33050
Orange
Emergency Management Office
320 East South St
Orlando FL 32202
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Volusia
Emergency Management Office
49 Kyton Dr
Daytona Beach FL 32124
Duval
Emergency Management Office
107 North Market St
Jacksonville FL 32202
Bay
Bay County Public Safety
649 Marlboro Ave
Panama City FL 32401
Palm Beach
Emergency Management Division
3723 Belvedere Rd
West Palm Beach FL 33406

MISSISSIPPI COUNTIFS
Jackson
Civil Defense/ Emergency Management Office
600 Convent Ave
Pascagoula MS 39567

LOUISIANA COUNTIFS
Orleans County
Emergency Managment Office
Room 9 City Hall
New Orleans, LA 70112

SOUTH CAROLINA COUNTIFS
Charleston
Emergency Managment Office
Attn: Dennis Clark
4367 Headquarter Rd
North Charleston, SC 29405-7463
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Horry
Civil Defense/Emergency Managment Office
P.O. Box 92
Conway, SC 29526

TEXAS COUNTIFS
Galveston
Emergency Managment office
1301 FM 646
Dickison TX 77539

GEORGIA COUNTIFS
Glynn
Civil Defense/Emergency Managment Office
3100 Norwich Street
Brunswick GA 31520
Chatan
Emergency Managment Office
Suite 102
124 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31402

ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
Lower Mississippi Valley Division
Attn: Mr Franks Stubbs, CELMV-CO-E
P.O. Box 80
Vicksburg, MS 39181-0080
New Orleans District
Attn: Mr Jerry Colletti, CELMN-OD-R
P.O. Box 60267
New Orleans, LA 70160-0267
South Atlantic Division
Attn: Mr Leo LaVinka, CESAB-CO-E
77 Forsyth St. SW
Atlanta, GA 30335-6801
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCIES
Emergency Management Agency
Attn: Director Reuben L. Bowden
5898 County Road 41
P.O. Box 2160
Clanton, AL 35045-5160
Management Service Department
Attn: William A. Slaringe
Koger Executive Center Knight Building 4
2737 Centerview Drive, Suit 110
Tallahasee, FL 32399-0950
Coastal Resources Division
Attn: Stuart Stevens
One Conservation way
Brunswick, GA 31523-8600
Coastal Restoration & Management Office
Attn: Terry Howay
P.O. Box 94275
Baton Rouge, LA 70804-9275
Emergency Management Agency
Attn: Leon Shaifer
P.O. Box 4501
Jackson, MS 39296-4501
Land Resources Conservation Commission
Attn: Diane Vanderhoff
2221 Devine Street, Suite 222
Columbia, SC 29205
Public Safety Department
Attn: Tom Millwee
5865 N .Lamar Boulevard, Box 4087
Austin, TX 78773-0001

MILITARY INSTALLATIONS
Commander
Attn: G3 Operations
Homestead AFB, FL 33039
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Commander
Attn: G3 Operations
Patrick AFB, FL 32925
Commander
Attn: Dir. Emergency Management Operations
Kennedy Space Center, FL 32815
Commander
Attn: G3 Operations
Eglin AFB, FL 32542
Commander
Attn: G3 Operations
Tyndall AFB, FL 32403
Commander
Attn: G3 Operations
Kings Bay Base, GA 31547
Commander
Attn: G3 Operations
Keesler AFB,MS 39534
Commander
Attn: G3 Operations
Galveston CGB, TX 77550
Commander
Attn: G3 Operations
Fort. Stewart, GA 31313
Commander
Attn: G3 Operations
Charleston Naval Shipyard, SC 29408
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Akatsuka, Yuzo.
"Review of postconstruction evaluation procedures for
infrastructure projects." Journal of Management in Engineering v 10 n 1 Jan-Feb
1994. p 70-75.
Abstract: The aim of this paper is to review postconstruction evaluation
procedures,including audits for public-works projects in Japan and post construction
evaluations conducted by development aid agencies, By so doing, this paper
advocates the need for new postconstruction evaluation system and procedures.
When civil engineering projects fail due to obvious technical errors or by natural
disasters, the normal response is to investigate the causes of the failure in depth and
to formalize methods to prevent such errors from repeating themselves.
Ohbo, Naoto; Hayashi, Kazuo; Ueno, Kenji; Kato, Kunihiko. "Seismic response of
super-deep vertical shaft with circular cross-section." NIST Special Publication n
840 Aug 1992. p 219-227.
Abstract: In order to clarify the deformation of super-deep vertical structure
due to earthquake, the earthquake observation is carried out at a super-deep vertical
shaft with a circular cross-section having a 22 m outer diameter and 99 m depth. It
was found that deformation of the EW component of the shaft is predominantly first
vibration mode, and that of the NS component is predominantly second vibration
mode. The difference of the deformation of the horizontal component of the
super-deep vertical shaft is closely related to the connected shield tunnel direction.

Pickett, Mark A.; Laverty, Gordon L.; Abu-Yasein, Omar A.; Lay, Chenwun.
"Lessons learned from the Lorna Prieta earthquake." Journal of the American Water
Works Association.
Abstract: California's October 1989 earthquake and its effects have been
thoroughly analyzed and reviewed by engineers and water utility specialists. Area
utility managers interviewed by the authors believe their organizations did fairly well
during and after the earthquake, but all suggested improvements that would lessen
problems in a future earthquake. In this article the authors review those areas for
improvement, including, among many others, internal organization, communication
with other public utilities, access to supplies, emergency disinfection, construction
methods, and location of distribution lines. The authors suggest that the development
and regular testing of an official Emergency Response Plan is crucial if
utilities are to perform effectively during the confusing and stressful circumstances
of an earthquake or other disaster.

Walker, George R. "Newcastle." A structural engineers response. National
Conference Publication - Institution of Engineers, Australia National Conference
Publication - Institution of Engineers, Australia v 1 n 91 pt 1. Publ by IE Aust,
Barton, Aust. p 61-74.
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Abstract: Although only a moderate earthquake by world standards, the
Newcastle earthquake resulted in Australia's largest losses in terms of both casualties
and financial costs from any earthquake in Australia. The prime cause of these losses
was structural damage to buildings and other facilities. Although casualties were less
the economic losses were similar to those from Cyclone Tracy, Australia's greatest
disaster in which structural damage was a prime factor. Its significance is the
message it contained about the vulnerability of Australian construction to
earthquakes. Although Australia's seismicity is relatively low by world standards,
it is not zero. Moderate earthquakes of the magnitude experienced in Newcastle do
occur from time to time. Over a long time period of several centuries most major
centres of population can expect to experience them. The Newcastle earthquake
demonstrated that old masonry construction in alluvial areas is very vulnerable to
such earthquakes, and that even modern construction may be vulnerable where brittle
elements are used in locations subjected to magnified vibration.

Liu, Henry; Gopalaratnam, V. S.; Nateghi, F. "Improving wind resistance of
wood-frame houses." Journal of Wind Engineering and Industrial Aerodynamics
Journal of Wind Engineering and Industrial Aerodynamics v36 pt 2 1990. p 699-707.
Abstract: Wood-frame houses (light-frame timber construction) are one of the
types of buildings most extensively damaged in high winds. Post-disaster
investigations have identified certain weak links in this type of building, including
the use of toenails to anchor rafters and ceiling joists to the bearing plates, the lack
of wall resistance to both uplift and racking, the lack of wall anchorage to foundation
and so on. Techniques to improve these weak links are discussed. A new research
project aimed at developing an analytical method to calculate the response of
wood-frame houses to high winds is described. Successful development of this
method will enable the determination of the forces and moments on the joints of
conventional wood-frame houses caused by high winds under various conditions, and
a systematic assessment of the adequacy of the joints to resist high winds.

Ross, B.; Parikh, P. G. •Roseville bomb disaster simulated train braking system
tests and boxcar wood floor ignition experiments." J Mech Des v 113 n 1 Mar 1991
p 91-99.
Abstract: A massive chain of property damaging explosions involving an
ammunition train occurred at the railroad yard, Roseville, California. The train had
pulled into the yard after a night trip of some 100 miles across Donner Summit and
down the extended Norden-Roseville grade. Physical evidence confirmed that first
explosions were centered at a DODX type boxcar loaded with 250 lb. bombs.
Further, bomb cook-off detonation tests established that the triggering bomb blast
was not a result of shock loads but rather derived from an engulfing fire initiated in
the boxcar wood plank floor under influence of extended heavy braking action on the
mountain grade. It was also suspected that high friction composition brake shoes
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were fitted on the car as replacements for cast iron shoes but the brake mechanical
linkage lever ratios had not been modified as required. Results of a comprehensive
research program are presented within context of the explosion event, and include
analytical computer simulation of train descent profiles on mountain grades through
full scale dynamometer tests with actual rail wheels and ultimately more scientific
scaled wood floor ignition experiments in the laboratory. The thermal response of
a simulated DODX boxcar wood floor was studied through experiments, full scale
at a rail wheel dynamometer test facility, and in the laboratory. Certain input data
for the wood floor ignition test program were measured on an actual boxcar joined
with a freight train consist in transit down the Norden-Roseville grade. Two series
of scaled wood ignition experiments were conducted on simulated DODX boxcar
floors. Objectives of these tests were to determine: Influence of a cooling air stream
on the ignition behavior of radiantly heated wood surfaces, and effectiveness of
DODX (stand-off) and AAR (flush) type spark shields in preventing ignition of wood
surfaces under radiant heating.

Lindbergh, Charles "Inspection of damaged buildings." Hurricane Hugo One Year
Later. Publ by ASCE, New York, NY, USA. p 121-128.
Abstract: Volunteer engineers and architects have had a significant impact in
expediting the recovery of South Carolina from the ravages of Hurricane Hugo.
Augmenting state and local government engineering organizations, they have
conducted FEMA facility damage assessment surveys of public facilities, performed
contingency facility damage inspections for municipalities and provided contingency
engineering and construction repair services to municipalities. This paper reviews
the initiation, continued development, and utilization of the resource named the
Volunteer Technical Assistance Group (VOLTAG). It concludes by recommending
actions to institutionalize the capability in ready posture to assist during the next
major natural disaster.

Yamada,

Yoshikazu; Iemura, Hirokazu; lzuno, Kazuyuki.
"HYBRID
ON REPAIRED RC MEMBERS SUBJECTED TO
EARTHQUAKE MOTION." Natural Disaster Science v 9 n 2 1987 p 97-114.
Abstract: Seismic behavior of repaired reinforced concrete (RC) structures
is difficult to evaluate by purely analytical means. Using experimental simulation of
the inelastic restoring force properties by HYLSER (Hybrid Loading System of
Earthquake Response), we investigated the effects of different repair techniques on
the stiffness-deteriorating process and energy-absorbing capacity of the repaired test
specimens. Three repair methods were used, and the behavior of the repaired
specimens was compared with previously tested specimens. Results show that the
stiffness deterioration of the repaired specimens resembled that of the unrepaired
when suitable repair methods were used. Energy-absorbing capabilities also were
regained for adequately repaired specimens.
EXPERIMENTS
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Iwai, Satoshi; Minami, Koichi; Wakabayashi, Minoru.
"STABILITY OF
SLENDER REINFORCED CONCRETE COLUMNS SUBJECTED TO
BIAXIALLY ECCENTRIC LOADS." Bulletin of the Disaster Prevention Research
Institute, Kyoto University v 36 pt 3-4 Dec 1986 p 137-157.
Abstract: The elasto-plastic behavior of pin-ended reinforced concrete slender
columns subjected to biaxially eccentric loads were investigated experimentally and
theoretically. The ultimate loads, longitudinal and transverse deformations and the
behavior up to failure of the columns were examined in detail. A total of 36 column
specimens with rectangular cross sections including square sections were tested. It
was found that the ultimate load-carrying capacity of a slender column is reduced by
additional eccentricity due to lateral deflection even in a column having a
length-to-depth ratio of 15. A numerical analysis to solve the load-deformation
response of the column predicts the test behavior very well. In the case of square
columns, there is not much difference in the ultimate loads of the columns in spite
of variation of the angle of eccentricity of the applied load. However, significant
effects of biaxial bending on the elasto-plastic behavior occur with rectangular
columns. When rectangular columns are subjected to a biaxially eccentric load to
cause bending about the strong axis, the ultimate loads and the deformation behavior
are significantly affected by bending about the weak axis of the section.

Goto, K.; Tsuchiya, H.; Kosaka, T.; Shimizu, M. "EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON
SEISMIC STABILITY OF DRUMS STORED IN THE FACILITY OF THE
CONTAMINATED SOLID WASTES."
Transactions of the International
Conference on Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology 8th v K(b). Publ by
North-Holland, Amsterdam, Neth p 415-420.
Abstract: Drums of low-level wastes generated in the Japanese nuclear power
plants are usually stacked to three levels and storage facility buildings are mainly
made of reinforced concrete. The behavior of drums during earthquake is very
complicated and it is very difficult to predict their behaviors analytically. Power
Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) operated a two-storied
steel structured storage facility newly constructed in order to store the
Uranium-Contaminated solid wastes generated in the Tokai Works of PNC.
Therefore, the full-size vibration tests using the shaking table (15m multiplied by
15m) of National Research Center for Disaster Prevention, Science and Technology
Agency were performed to investigate the vibrational characteristics and the stability
of drums due to earthquake motions.

Osawa, Yutaka; Osada, Kaio; Chow, Yih-Duen; Minami, Tadao. "EVALUATION
OF THE DAMAGE TO WOODEN HOUSES CAUSED BY THE 1978
OFF-MIY AGI PREFECTURE EARTHQUAKE." Natural Disaster Science v 8 n
1 1986 p 1-27.
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Abstract: To establish a damage estimation method, the authors estimated the
damage to wooden houses by the 1978 Off-Miyagi Prefecture earthquake and
compared it to the actual damage observed after the earthquake. The estimation was
made using soil dynamics and response analysis techniques, results of microtremor
measurements, and boring and seismic prospecting data. The relation between the
soil layer at a particular site and the resulting structural damage is discussed.

Kawashima, Kazuhiko; Aizawa, Koh; Takahashi, Kazuyuki. •ATTENUATION OF
PEAK GROUND MOTIONS AND ABSOLUTE ACCELERATION RESPONSE
SPECTRA OF VERTICAL EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTION." Dobolru
Gakkai Rombun-Hokokushu/Proceedings of the Japan Society of Civil Engineers n
362/1-4 Oct 1985 p 169-176.
Abstract: Multiple regression analyses for vertical peak ground motions (peak
ground acceleration, peak ground velocity and peak ground displacement and
absolute acceleration response spectra with damping ratio of 5% of critical are
presented. Employed were 119 sets of vertical strong motion acceleration records
obtained at 53 free field sites in Japan. Empirical formulae of these characteristics
in terms of earthquake magnitude and epicentral distance are proposed for three
subsoil conditions. Peak ground motions and absolute acceleration response spectra
of vertical components were compared with those of horizontal components, and
characteristcs of vertical components were discussed in comparison with the
characteristics of horizontal components.

Kawashima, Kazuhiko; Aizawa, Koh. •EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE SPECTRA
TAKING ACCOUNT OF NUMBER OF RESPONSE CYCLES." Earthquake
Engineering & Structural Dynamics v 14 n 2 Mar-Apr 1986 p 185-197.
Abstract: For determining appropriate seismic effects to be considered in the
design of structures, it is essential to assess the characteristics of earthquake ground
motions. The earthquake response spectrum, as defined by the maximum response
of an oscillator with a single degree of freedom subjected to a ground motion, is one
of the relevant parameters to represent the characteristics of ground shaking because
it accounts for both frequency and intensity characteristics of ground motion. For
this purpose, a new definition of earthquake response spectrum, which considers the
number of response cycles, is proposed in this paper. The effect of the number of
response cycles is studied based on 394 components of horizontal strong motion
acceleration records obtained in Japan.

Ohtani, Keiichi
•RECONSIDERATION OF THE INPUT WAVES FOR
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS." National Bureau of Standards, Special Publication 651.
Publ by NBS, Washington, DC, USA. Available from GPO, Washington, DC, USA
p 75-80.
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Abstract: The aseismic design method using dynamic analysis has been well
established in Japan. Actual design cases of high rise buildings have been totaled up
to about 400 in the past 20 years. In this paper, the present state of aseismic design,
especially of the dynamic response analysis is reviewed. Some problems related to
the input waves for design are also discussed, and some future subjects for research
and development are proposed.

Missouri, Louis St. "Conservationists fear defeat on revised flood control policies.".
Nature. V365. P478(1) Oct 7, 1993.
Abstract: The Mississippi floods caused great damage to the farmers in the
flood plains despite the construction of levels to protect crops. Conservationists
believe that natural wetlands enhance the absorption of flood water and minimize the
problems arising from floods. This has led to an unsolved controversy in the
Mississippi basin. Most wetlands become saturated with rainwater, and their flood
water absorbing capacity is therefore negligible. Repairs and maintenance of levees
is another hindrance to the progress of flood control policies.

Adams, Patricia. "Planning for disaster: China's Three Gorges dam." (includes
related article) Multinational Monitor. V14. P16(5) Sept, 1993.
Abstract: The Three Gorges dam, to be built in the upper reaches of the
Yangtze river, is expected to generate nearly 20,000 megawatts of hydroelectricity,
make the river easy for navigation and protect the people near the lower reaches
from floods. Environmentalists and scientists opine that the dam, which will cost $12
to 20 billion, will block navigation whenever there is any technical problem in the
dam, and displace birds and fish. The possibility of the fast moving river depositing
silt in the reservoir may prevent the construction of the dam.

Tate, Michelle. "Starting over; vocational programs across the country play an
important role in retraining workers." (rebuilding in Florida after Hurricane Andrew)
The Vocational Education Journal. V68. P23(1) Oct, 1993.
Abstract: In Aug 1992 Hurricane Andrew hit the southern US, more buildings
were destroyed than in any other storm. Urgent rebuilding of homes was necessary,
but bringing in workers from outside Florida was expensive, and retraining in the
conventional way was too slow. Hurricane Andrew Recovery and Training (HART)
was set up to train previously unemployed people in an accelerated construction
course. More than 400 people were trained in construction methods and the
rebuilding programme was able to start.
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Healey, Jon. "A flood of emergency projects." (disaster aid bill for 1994 California
earthquake contains other disaster aid) Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report.
V52. P228(1) Feb 5, 1994.
Abstract: The Clinton administration has added numerous projects to the 1994
disaster relief bill for the California earthquake such as funding for peacekeeping
forces, flood damage and highway construction .for old earthquake damage. Many
legislators feel the administration is using this bill as an excuse to avoid budget
limits by classifying these projects as emergency spending which automatically
becomes part of the deficit. Other legislators think the addition of these projects was
an attempt to gather support from a broad range of legislators.

Healey, Jon. "Appropriators avoid hitting home." (spending cut list). Congressional
Quarterly Weekly Report. V52. P321(1) Feb 12, 1994.
Abstract: Senate appropriators appended a $3.4 billion rescission package to
the 1994 Los Angeles earthquake disaster relief bill on Feb 8, 1994, that protected
all their favorite projects such as research, university construction and highways.
These rescissions were a response to Bill Clinton's $3.2 billion proposal that cut
many favored earmarks. The House-Senate conference maintained $3.25 billion in
cuts favored by both chambers. The cuts were in highway safety grants, energy and
water projects, airport funds, military base closure funds and foreign aid.

Post, Nadine M .. ; Ichniowski, Tom.
"Still looking at more challenges."
(commercial construction sector) (Forecast 94: Buildings) ENR. V232. P62(2) Jan
31, 1994.
Abstract: More challenges await the commercial construction sector in 1994,
as enthusiasm about prison and postal construction plans is doused by the General
Services Administration's examination of federal building plans. Natural disasters
such as Hurricane Andrew, the floods in the Midwest and the Jan 17, 1994 quake
in California have also crippled designers and constructors.

Klett, Stephen P., Jr .. "Backup industry to become more open." (adopting Novell's
Storage Management Services standards for NetWare networks) (includes related
article on SMS architecture components) Computerworld. V27. P49(2) Dec 13,
1993.
Abstract: Two network backup software vendors have released products
compatible with Novell's Storage Management Services (SMS) for NetWare
networks. Palindrome's $1,695 Network Archivist SMS 3.0 and Mountain Network
Solutions' $495 FileSafe for Windows Rescue NLM are NetWare Loadable Modules
that support all three levels of SMS. However, vendors such as Legato Systems have
not adopted the third SMS level, the Systems Independent Data Format (SIDF),
because of its NetWare emphasis. Legato's Networker 2.2 uses the more universal
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Open Tape Format, which supports more platforms than SIDF. SMS compliance is
a benefit for managers because backup software does not have to be enhanced every
time a new NetWare version comes out. Users also have more flexibility in selecting
client support services and can share different media files with other network
software backup products.

Karon, Paul. "FEMA improves disaster relief with PC LAN/WAN." (Automated
Construction Estimation System and other local and wide area network services at
the Federal Emergency Management Agency) (includes related articles on FEMA
systems specifications and how FEMA installed an emergency network quickly)
(Enterprise Computing/Management) InfoWorld. V16. P62(1) March 21, 1994.
Abstract: The US Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has
developed a local (LAN) and wide area network (WAN) system to expedite the
processing of disaster relief checks and loans following destructive events such as
earthquakes. FEMA used to be a paper-based agency, but after the 1989 San
Francisco, CA, quake, it was flooded with 70,000 aid applications. FEMA has since
developed a system that · processes forms three or four times faster than the
traditional method. After the Jan 1994 Northridge, CA, quake, FEMA sent 1,300
inspectors out to assess damages with portable AST Research and Dauphin
Technology computers. Field data entered into the mobile units on the Automated
Construction Estimation system (ACE) via a Sybase database application was loaded
onto a LAN/WAN in Redwood City, CA, where 600 staff processed applications on
450 computers connected via Ethernet to two Netframe servers. Other FEMA offices
nationwide accessed the WAN to help process 109,804 checks in five weeks.

Derfler, Frank J., Greenfield, David. "Disaster planning: 911 for your networks."
(sensible planning for network emergencies) (Network Edition: Derfler &
Greenfield) (Column) PC Magazine. V13. PNFA3(1) March 29, 1994.
Abstract: A sensible combination of backup software and a logical disaster
recovery scheme is the best plan for disaster recovery in a networked environment.
The recovery plan, as well as the software, should be easy to find in the event of a
failure, thereby minimizing down time. Additionally, network managers should know
the location of backup software with certainty, and should take the time to make
periodic backups of data. An alternative operating location and widely distributed
copies of the backup plan are also sound strategies. Excellent backup software
packages are available from $3,000 to $6,000 from such vendors as Comdisco,
SunGuard Recovery Services and Advanced Information Management. These
packages lead the user through a comprehensive set of questions about a network's
construction and connectivity, thereby helping to form a complete methodology for
disaster recovery.

Rosta, Paul. •L.A. speeds clean-up, enacts building codes. • (Los Angeles,
California) ENR. V232. P10(2) Feb 14, 1994.
Abstract: The process of rebuilding is ongoing in Los Angeles, CA, following
the aftermath of the Northridge earthquake that struck on Jan 17, 1994. The city's
Board of Public Works is working on a plan to award quake-related demolition and
debris clean-up to three project management firms. The earthquake also underscored
the need for upgrading building codes. Subsequently, Mayor Richard Riordan signed
new building codes for the construction of masonry chimneys and ordered owners
of buildings which sustained more than 10% in damages to reinforce these structures
up to code.

McManamy, Rob. •say goodbye to those long faces. • (increased demand for
construction materials in 1994 and beyond) (First Quarterly Cost Report) ENR.
V232. P34(2) March 28, 1994.
Abstract: The construction materials industry can expect good prospects for
1994 and the coming years because of increasing demand for its products. The
increasing demand for construction materials has resulted in higher production of
materials such as crushed stone, gypsum, cement and lumber. Higher expenditures
for highway construction, institutional buildings and disaster re1ief will also spur
increased purchases of construction materials. The increased demand has enabled
materials manufacturers to increase their prices and profits.

Mikhailov,. Aleksei. •victimization being reversed. • (education for children affected
by Chemobyl disaster) The Current Digest of the Post-Soviet Press. V46. P21(1)
April 13, 1994.
Abstract: Russian education ministry implemented the 'Children of
Chemobyl' program to educate the affected children by shifting their focus from
victim status to self-construction and development. The schools accommodating the
affected children provide psychological treatment, with the teachers, medical
professionals and psychologists working together to help and educate the children.

Fisher, Thomas. •Low-income housing: avoiding our past failures. • Progressive
Architecture. V75. P49(7) May, 1994.
Abstract: Two recent low-income housing construction developments are
excellent examples of how urban planners have learned from the construction
disasters of the 50s and 60s. Highbridge Heights Unity Apartments in the Bronx,
New York, is a mid-rise complex with 723 apartments in 23 buildings. Social,
medical and career planning services are included within the community, and
security guards maintain privacy and safety for the residents. Two low-rise
communities in Escondido, CA, include spacious kitchens and sunny courts for
children, adding to feelings of community and safety.
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Zimmerman, Rae.; Coontz, Robert J., Jr.. "After the deluge." (the midwest floods
of 1993) (includes related article about flood forecasting) The Sciences. V34.
Pl8(6) July-August, 1994.
Abstract: The midwest floods of 1993, which caused extensive damages, have
raised questions about preparing for future floods. The floods were the result of an
unusual combination of global phenomena including urban expansion in flood plains.
Preparing for future disasters will, therefore, involve taming the rivers and
monitoring the population in the wetlands. The future policy should be flexible to
suit cities and fannlands. The Army Corps of Engineers advocates the construction
of levees. Environmentalists believe that this will enlarge the trouble. The floods
have provided an opportunity to review existing policy and to formulate a new one.

Rosta, Paul.; McManarny, Rob. "Calamities have little cost impact." (Second
Quarterly Cost Report: Highways) ENR. V232. P34(3) June 27, 1994.
Abstract: Highway and bridge contractors have concurred that the spate of
natural disasters increased market activity but had only a minimal impact on bid
prices. According to them, higher construction costs have been come about due to
price hikes in materials such as structural steel and asphalt. Although bid prices have
increased slightly across the US, their stability remains to be seen since contractors
are still sacrificing profit margins to remain in the business.

Cooper, James D .. ; Friedland, Ian M .. ; Buckle, Ian G .. ; Nimis, Roland B .. ; Bobb,
Nancy McMullin. "The Northridge earthquake: progress made, lessons learned in
seismic-resistant bridge design." (includes related article) (Cover Story) Public
Roads. V58. P26(11) Summer, 1994.
Abstract: The Jan. 1994 earthquake that rocked Northridge, CA, underscores
the need for further research on earthquake engineering. Although there were
buildings and infrastucture that surprisingly survived the disaster, far too many
structures and lifelines were destroyed. Nonetheless, the earthquake taught two
_ important lessons in bridge design, that new designs perform better and that
retroffiting is effective. Recommendations for new designs and for existing
construction are presented.

Hosansky, David. "Insurers back Brooks' repeal of antitrust exemption." (Jack
Brooks) Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report. V52. P2026(1) July 23, 1994.
Abstract: Rep Jack Brooks has gained support from the American Insurance
Assn and Consumers Union for his bill to revoke the McCarran-Ferguson Act which
exempts the insurance industry from antitrust laws. The bill would prohibit
information sharing used to project future costs and establish prices, which Brooks
considers price fixing. Brooks gained industry support by a compromise that would
allow insurers to form liability pools for high-risk insurance such as natural disaster

coverage. Small insurers oppose the bill because they do not have the money to
perform their own forecasting.
McNally, Susan Fowler. •Disaster-proof leases: allocating cleanup costs can help
landlords and tenants pick up the pieces." ABA Journal. 80. 86(1) August, 1994.
Abstract: Commercial lease agreements should contain provisions to account
for repair costs and lost income and rent if a disaster strikes. Leases should identify
who has the primary obligation to insure the property and should identify whether
rights of recovery or subrogation are being waived. Under the common law, neither
party is obligated to repair damage to tenant improvements. A no-fault agreement
can be used to allocate the portions that each party is obligated to insure.
Hoffman, Thomas. "Study finds disaster vulnerability outside the glass house."
(many companies overlook local-area networks and other operations outside their
data centers) Computerworld. V27. P64(1) Jan 11, 1993.
Abstract: A study finds that most companies provide adequate disaster
recovery planning for their data centers, but overlook microcomputer local-area
network (LAN) and other operations. Only 59 percent of the respondents have an
established plan to folio~ if business is disrupted and most company's LAN
preparedness is worse. Financial services companies make the most intensive plans
for disruptions to data centers and LANs, mostly because of strong Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp (FDIC) regulations. Manufacturing and services companies are the
most vulnerable to disasters. The complexity of replicating interfaces and
workstations that connect to LANs outside the data center are the biggest hurdles in
the development of a disaster recovery plan.
Seibel, Mark. "Hurricane Andrew- an old lesson." (shoddy construction). Nieman
Reports. V46. P19(3) Winter, 1992.
Abstract: The media have the responsibility to disseminate the government's
housing construction decisions. Letting sunshine in on the government
decision-making process would have averted some of the massive destruction which
resulted from Hurricane Andrew. The Miami Herald had a backlog of information
on the approval of unsafe construction techniques and yet had failed to raise public
awareness because of a lack of public interest. It is the newspapers' duty to maintain
public awareness, now so high in the hurricane's aftermath, so that this disaster
cannot repeat itself.
Korman, Richard.; Kohn, David.; Setzer, Steven W.. •unnnatural disasters."
(human factors in the mass destruction caused by Hurricane Andrew)(includes related
article) (Cover Story) ENR. V230. P26(5) Feb 1, 1993.
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Abstract: Damage assessments conducted by teams of engineers confirmed

that most of the structural damages absorbed by Florida due to Hurricane Andrew
could have been prevented. Results showed that an antiquated South Florida Building
Code, the unpredictable structural effects of winds and the absence of engineering
supervision during building construction contributed to higher damages. Experts
stated that construction and material could have resisted the hurricane if they were
properly designed, analyzed and constructed.
Fairweather, Virginia. "L' Ambiance Plaza: what have we learned." (structural
collpse aftermath)(includes related article) (Special Issue: Buildings) (Cover Story)
Civil Engineering. V62. P38(4) Feb, 1992.
Abstract: The American Society of Civil Engineers discussed the impact of
the L' Ambiance Plaza's collapse on the construction industry during their Oct 1991
Orlando, FL, convention. Engineers propose the upgrading of the conduct of
investigations of major structural disasters and increasing the engineer's authority
during construction. They criticize the disregard for safety and sound engineering
principles and emphasized the importance of a clear delineation of responsibilities
for all parties concerned. They also stressed stability as a crucial design factor in
construction.
Post, Nadine M .. ; Tuchman, Janice L .. ; Schriener, Judy.; Stussman, Howard B..
"Anatomy of a building disaster." (bombing of World Trade Center)(includes related
articles) ENR. V230. P8(6) March 8, 1993.
Abstract: Engineers analyzed structural damages absorbed by the World
Trade Center after a bomb exploded in its second basement level. The blast crippled
the building's power and emergency systems and caused heavy structural damage.
However, the center was able to effectively sustain the explosion due to its excellent
design which even exceeded building code requirements during its construction.
Operations personnel are also working overtime to restore the structure's
mechanical, electrical and life-safety systems.
Yao Jianguo. "Can the dam withstand earthquakes and landslides? (Three Gorges
Project, part 6) Beijing Review." V35. P28(2) April 27, 1992.
Abstract: Studies conducted on the Three Gorges Project reveal that it can
endure landslides and earthquakes, whether natural or construction-induced.
According to statistics, earthquakes caused by reservoir construction result in
negligible damage to dams and only 5% of China's dams, in particular, have caused
tremors. The Three Gorges Project will also be located in an area recorded to have
been safe from earthquake within a 300-km radius. Studies reveal further that the
slopes around the proposed site are stable and not prone to landslides.
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Hinrichsen, Don. •Russian roulette. • (safety of Eastern European nuclear reactors).
The Amicus Journal. V14. P35(3) Wntr, 1993.
Abstract: Recent investigations have revealed many many nuclear reactors in
Eastern Europe to be completely dangerous. In the wakeof the Chernobyl disaster,
reports of major design and construction flaws in many Soviet-built reactors as well
as other dangerous features such as disregard for safety measures and poor
operational procedures have alarmed European nuclear experts. The region's need
for energy is valued over safety with the closure of Chernobyl itself blocked by the
Ukrainian government. However, with the increasing popular opposition to nuclear
energy, governments will be forced to take positive action.
·
Matthes, Karen. •When disaster strikes: putting people first." (Crisis Management).
HR Focus. V69. P9(1) Nov, 1992.
Abstract: Burger King Miami provided extensive disaster assistance services
to its employees in the aftermath of Hurricane Andrew. Despite sustaining major
damages to its headquarters, Burger King immediately responded to the plight of
their homeless employees by setting up a temporary office and assistance centers for
their basic and psychological needs. Food, construction, healthcare and financial
services were made available within a few weeks of the storm. Apprehension over
jobs and welfare was allayed via toll-free telephone numbers through which
employees could get information, updates and reassurance from company executives
and other experts. Three days after Andrew, Burger King ran their monthly payroll,
further proof of the company's sincerity in getting its employees, and itself, back on
their feet.
Blum, Debra E.. "Stressing the safety of the world's skyscrapers." (Portrait). The
Chronicle of Higher Education. V39. PA5(1) March 17, 1993.
Abstract: It is safer to be in a skyscraper than in a low-rise building in the
event of a disaster, according to Lehigh University's Council on Tall Buildings and
Urban Habitat founder and director Lynn S. Beedle. Established in 1969, the council
is concerned with the planning, design, construction and operation of skyscrapers.
It conducts various studies under the auspices of the National Science Foundation,
other government agencies and the private industry. It has recently relased a
videotape which discusses the effects of the 1990 Persian Gulf War on Kuwait's
high-rise buildings.
Petroski, Henry. •Predicting disaster." (bridge design failures). American Scientist.
V81. P110(4) March-April, 1993.
Abstract: Five bridges, the Dee Bridge, the Tay Bridge, the Quebec Bridge,
the Tacoma Narrows Bridge and the Milford Haven Bridge, were analyzed as to the
causes of their structural instability. These bridges are of different types and
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collapsed in a cycle of every 30 years from 1847 to 1970. The accidents may have
been caused by miscommunication among bridge engineers regarding the weaknesses
and features of their designs .. Engineers should be concerned about the safety and
design of many cable-stayed bridges, which have been constructed in the 1970s to
the 1990s.

McManamy, Rob. "Receding flood leaves ugly swath." (Midwestern states flood).
ENR. V231. P9(3) July 26, 1993.
Abstract: The Midwestern states flood is believed to be the worst flood in
history with damage worth $10 billion. The federal government has increased its aid
from $1.2 billion to $3 billion. The short-term damage is agricultural but
construction work is expected to be expensive in the long-term. Bidges and levees
have collapsed, barges are stranded and over 30 public drinking water plants are
polluted. It is expected that transport systems will be disrupted for a further 30 days.

McDonald, Hamish. "Political tremors." (September 30, 1993 earthquake in India).
Far Eastern Economic Review. V156. P18(2) Oct 14, 1993.
Abstract: The earthquake of Sep 30, 1993 has inspired a reevaluation of
building and development plans for southern and central India. The quake occurred
on the Deccan plateau, killing over 9,500 people in villages. One cause of death was
the style of construction in the villages, and recriminations are arising about a large
village that should have been relocated to a safer location. Dam projects are also
being reevaluated.

McManamy, Rob.; Schmid, Armin. "Odebrecht: Brazil's giant beats adversity."
(Norberto Odebrecht) (Company Profile) ENR. V231. P45(3) Sept 20, 1993.
Abstract: Few contractors can outdo Odebrecht SA, the Brazilian
conglomerate which earned $51 million in profits in 1992, in surviving man-made
and natural disasters. Founded in 1945 by Norberto Odebrecht, the giant has
diversified into electronics, telecommunications, petrochemical and other
construction work while increasing its international operations. Currently, however,
it is battling a public relations war at home in the wake of the Collor presidency's
fall.

McCully, Patrick. "Time to retreat." (flood protection policies) (Editorial). The
Ecologist. V23. P163(2) Sept-Oct, 1993.
Abstract: The Mississippi River flooding in the summer of 1993 has shown
that flood control projects consisting of dams and embankments with costs running
up to $25 billion in 65 years, have failed to contain rising water levels when
required. Similar experiences with India's flood control structures and the Yangtze

River management projects have shown that man-made technology cannot control
nature. Hence, flood control policies should be shifted to flood protection schemes
which would entail allowing floodplains to flood and banning construction in
flood-prone areas.

Ramirez, Anthony. "Keeping the electronic lifeblood flowing: New York's
telephone emergency plan." The New York Times. Col 1.4. V14l.PE18(N)
pE18(L) Dec 8, 1991. Sun.
Abstract: Officials in New York City have unveiled a. plan for
telephone-system disaster recovery. The new plan, developed by Mayor David N.
Dinkins' Task Force on Telecommunications and Network Reliability, is a first step
in responding to the series of telephone-network outages that have occurred since
1989. The plan calls for cooperation among 13 carriers in the New York City area;
if one of them experiences a problem, an emergency can be declared and one of the
others will assume disrupted telephone traffic for up to seven days. Participating
carriers include AT&T, Eastern Microwave, Litel, Locate, MCI, US Sprint,
Metropolitan Fiber Systems, New Jersey Bell, New York Telephone, RCI, Teleport
Communications, Wiltel, Western Union and the British company Cable & Wireless.

LeGallee, Julie. "Power protection now, not after a disaster; the technology is
moving in several directions: reduced sizes, lower prices and more combinations of
features." The Office. V115. P40(2) Feb, 1992.
Abstract: Power control systems offer a simple and relatively inexpensive
solution to power-related downtimes. Surge protectors, for example, can prevent
disruption or damage from short-term power irregularities and protect against short
rises in voltage caused by lightning, motorized equipment, accidents to power
distribution systems and power company grid switching. According to some experts,
consumers' awareness of power protection is low, with many users purchasing
protection systems only after they have experienced a blackout. The market for such
systems is growing, however, with off-line uninterruptible power supply (UPS)
systems' compound growth predicted to reach 24.6 percent by 1995. Despite the cost
of these systems, they all offer a degree of protection against surges. UPS systems
are most effective when used with systems that run around the clock or with
equipment that requires an organized shutdown.

Garcia, Mary Ryan. "New breed of disaster-proof sites built to last." (Executive
Report: Coping with Disaster) Computerworld. V26. P82(1) June 29, 1992.
Abstract: Firms with mission-critical businesses increasingly are improving
data security measures or are using data center 'safe houses.' Industry observers
contend that moving to or constructing disaster-proofed locales makes good sense in
the face of recent disasters, including a 1990 fire in New York. The disasters are
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causing firms to reexamine disaster recovery plans. Firms are strengthening new
construction by including fire retardant materials and halcon gas. As an example, the
Newport Financial Center in Jersey City, NJ constructed in 1989 contains a
plug-ready data center, battery backup, dual routing and communications gear. In
addition, the Financial Center provides microwave, satellite and fiber-optic
technology.

Skerrett, P.J..
"Designing better tankers." (oil tankers) (MIT . Reporter).
Technology Review. V95. P8(3) Sept, 1992.
Abstract: Laws passed since the Exxon Valdez oil spill require oil tankers to
have double hulls by 2015. Newer technology has since come to light which could
make tankers safer without resorting to double hulls.

Crain, Rance. "Eyewitness to Andrew's fury." (Hurricane Andrew) (Column).
Advertising Age. V63. P21(1) Sept 7, 1992.
Abstract: Hurricane Andrew was so destrUctive that many insurance,
construction and financial companies were promoting their services to residents right
after the storm hit. Prudential Insurance Company of America provided a general
message to all claimants that adjusters would soon be on the scene. Home Depot Inc
was able to advertise that seven of its eight stores in Southern Florida were ready
for business. American Express Co ran a newspaper advertisement offering personal
check cashing services to non-card-members.

Karon, Paul. "City of San Antonio revamps emergency dispatch system; Unix
platform provides bulletproof operation for community lifeline to police and fire
departments." (part of a special section on open systems in large enterprises)
lnfoWorld. V14. PS78(1) Sept 21, 1992.
Abstract: The new city-wide computer-based 911 emergency dispatch system
developed by City of San Antonio information system (IS) planners is a multi-level,
open systems-based technology that encompasses the existing heterogeneous
hardware base, which ranges from a mainframe to 400 PCs. The dispatch system
includes police, fire and emergency medical operations and must operate
continuously without interruption. The IS department contracted with Software AG
of North America (Reston, VA), which already provides the city's data base
management and applications development tools, to jointly develop a custom dispatch
system that has full redundancy and disaster recovery capabilities. The new dispatch
system will support radio communication between UNIX -based servers and 750
mobile terminals, including about 50 hand-held terminals. A giant geographical data
base of streets, fire hydrants, hospitals and public facilities is a central component
of the dispatch system. The data base provides immediate mapping information to
emergency vehicles as well as data for analyzing long-term trends.

Solo, Tova-Maria. "Rebuilding the tenements: issues in E1 Salvador's earthquake
reconstruction program." Journal of the American Planning Association. V57.
P300(13) Summer, 1991.
Abstract: Following the 1986 earthquake in San Salvador, local planning
authorities proposed an ambitious reconstruction plan, including a new satellite city,
downtown densification, and mass reconstruction using private sector contractors.
Despite their theoretical benefits, these schemes provided housing too expensive for
the earthquake victims. In contrast, the nongovernmental organization (NGO)
experiences, in particular that of the Cooperative Housing Foundation of El
Salvador, suggest that the traditional individual progressive housing built by informal
sector contractors was at once affordable and acceptable to the target families.

Howard Kunreuther, and Elissandra S. Fiore. "The Alaskan Earthquake: A Case
Study in the Economics of Disaster." Feb 66.
Abstract: The economic problems of recovery in Alaska following the severe
Good Friday earthquake of March 27, 1964 are investigated. The immediate
recuperation period is characterized by a great deal of uncertainty as to the status of
the disaster region. The problems which this created in terms of obtaining and
communicating accurate information and its effect on emergency needs such as food
and housing are studied. The long-term economic recovery process is also examined.
Using the concept of the capital/labor ratio the type of destruction to physical and
human resources as well as the speed of recovery through outside aid (capital) and
migration behavior (labor) are analyzed. Finally, the role of the Federal government
in the private sector (via the SBA) is discussed, and a policy recommendation is
made for developing a system of private disaster insurance supplemented by Federal
funds to repair damage to public facilities. Recovery under this program should be
more equitable and efficient than it is today. Wherever possible the study of the
Alaskan experience is supplemented with observations from other disaster studies.
Although many of the actions taken in the area were rather special, they do not
appear to differ in kind from the response following other disasters. A study of the
Alaskan quake and other natural calamities may provide some clues as to the
expected problems in recovering from a limited nuclear war.

B. M. Cohn, L. E. Almgren and M. Curless. "A System for Local Assessment of
the Conflagration Potential of Urban Areas." Mar 65.
Abstract: An empirical system was developed for local application to permit
both the assessment of relative conflagration potential (by assigning ratings to urban
blocks indicating their relative susceptibility to mass fire) and the delineation of
firebreaks to isolate or divide conflagration areas. The basis of the system was the
application of fire protection engineering principles to evolve formulae and relative
ratings for the factors involved in fire spread. Results consistent with the

observations of experienced fire department officers were achieved when assigning
numerical ratings to predominant factors; then applying a generalized formula for
computing block ratings to indicate relative conflagration hazard. However, to obtain
actual exposure distances required individual analysis of structures along the
potential firebreak. As a result, two analytic methods were prepared, and simplified
versions of each were devised. The regular and simplified methods were field tested
by civil defense and fire department volumteers to insure ease of application,
conformity to existing knowledge of fire spread, and consistency of results. The final
versions are considered valid for the purposes set forth. (Author)

A. 0. Babb, and T. W. Mermel. "Catalog of Dam Disasters, Failures and
Accidents." 1968.
Abstract: The knowledge of problems encountered in the construction and
operation of dams, including disastrous failures, is important in designing safer
structures in formulating more effective operating procedures. This catalog lists
known instances of dam failures and accidents. Information includes bibliographical
references and such information as is readily available from existing records. This
catalog should serve as a valuable reference document to those interested in
information on dam failures. Includes a preface which contains brief introduction,
definition of terminology and statement on references. Approximately 600 incidents
are listed alphabetically by countries. Catalog consists of 211 pages with an index
arranged alphabetically by name of dam. (Author)

J. Eugene Haas, and RobertS. Ayre. "The Western Sicily Earthquake of 1968,
1969C1275p.
Abstract: The January 1968 Sicilian earthquakes were relatively modest earth
disturbances which resulted in great disaster to the community." The report includes
discussions of structural damage, building construction types and materials, and of
problems relating to the provision of shelter and clothing, care of the wounded and
ill, control of disease, supply of food and water, control of sanitation, transportation,
communication, profiteering, governmental administration and decision-making,
population movements, and general social, economic and psychological effects of the
disaster. (Author)

N. F. Somes, R. D. Dikkers, and T. H. Boone. "Lubbock Tornado: A Survey of
Building Damage in an Urban Area." Mar 71C1244p.
Abstract: The Building Research Division of the National Bureau of
Standards' Institute of Applied Technology sent a three-man team to investigate the
damage to buildings and other structures caused by the tornado which struck
Lubbock, Texas, on May 11, 1970. The team members-the authors of this
report--carried out photographic surveys on the ground and from a helicopter on the
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days of May 14, 15, and 16, 1970. The report is based largely on data gathered
during this period but includes some data provided by other agencies and individuals
whose assistance is acknowledged in the report. The report concludes that current
good practice in the design and construction of buildings and mobile homes would
have greatly reduce the damage observed at Lubbock. It also notes that natural
disasters provide full-scale tests of buildings and urges the development of
performance criteria with respect to wind loads for certain building elements.
(Author)

Carl H. Elling, and Wesley J. Ebel. "Nitrogen Supersaturation in the Columbia and
Snake Rivers." A Disater or Blessing in Disguise, 1973¢127p.
Abstract: After briefly describing nitrogen supersaturation in the Columbia
and Snake Rivers, it is explained that salmon and steelhead migrating in
supersaturated water contract gas bubble disease. Numerous studies were made and
methods of ameliorating the supersaturation are being developed. Tests of the use
of spillway deflectors are reported. The spillway deflector is a concrete sill placed
near the base of a spillway to divert flows horizontally into the spill basin. This
prevents the deep plunging action that is the source of nitrogen supersaturation in the
rivers. The plans of the Corps of Engineers include installing the deflectors and also
the construction of fish screens that would be placed in turbine intakes at key dams
on the rivers. Both actions may well reverse the ecological oversights of the past.

Reza Razani, and Kenneth L. Lee. "The Engineering Aspects of the Qir Earthquake
of April 10, 1972 in Southern Iran." l973¢12160p.
Abstract: The report describes an inspection of the Qir, Iran, earthquake of
April 10, 1972, which was made for the Committee on Natural Disasters of the
National Academy of Engineering. A total of seven days was spent in the earthquake
zone itself, after which the team returned to Shiraz to draft the report. The report
describes the earthquake-stricken area and the human and engineering aspects of the
earthquake effects. The seriousness of earthquake risks and the problem of
earthquake hazard minimization in Iran are discussed and the urgency of enforcing
a seismic building code for urban construction is pointed out. Various
recommendations for improving the seismic strength of structures and for carrying
out necessary research, education organizational and legislative activities in Iran are
given.

William F. Reps, and Emil Simiu. "Design, Siting, and Construction of Low-Cost
Housing and Community Buildings to Better Withstand Earthquakes and
Windstorms." Jan 74¢ 12153p.
Abstract: The report provides technical information regarding characteristics
of materials and building systems, and discusses the structural performance of
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buildings subjected to the action of earthquakes and wind forces with specific
reference to structures typical of developing countries. Potential ways are described
in which structures can be made more resistant to such action. Siting considerations
are discussed from a geological, seismic and climatological viewpoint, and
recommendations relating to siting problems are made. Techniques of housing
construction, both traditional and industrialized, are described and improvements
resulting in better earthquake or windstorm resistance are suggested. Building codes,
their improvement and their enforcement are also discussed.

Irwin A. Benjamin. "The Influence of Fire-Resistant Design on Survival." 1973.
Abstract: Annual fire losses in the U.S. have been approximating 12,000
deaths and over $2 billion direct property damage. New materials and new methods
of construction have produced new potential fire hazards which increase the threat
to life, especially in tall, densely-populated buildings. Data are presented showing
the most common ignition sources for building fires. Fire safety must be included
at the earliest stages of building design, in order to assure that it is systematic and
adequate to protect lives. Several methods of dealing with the fire problem are
described, including prevention of ignition, containment of fire and smoke within a
limited space, automatic and manual methods of fighting fire, and provisions for life
safety.

Gerald E. Galloway. "Civil Works in the Army." 1 Jun 74.
Abstract: The report examined all aspects of the rationale used by the
Department of Defense to support retention within the Army of the civil works
mission of the Army Corps of Engineers. The report concluded that the advantages
to the Defense Department of retention of the civil mission far outweigh the
disadvantages. History and the views of the survey respondents support the utility
to the defense establishment of a construction organization-in-being, of the training
value of civil assignments and of the grass roots contacts of the Corps' civil efforts.
Further, the advantages accruing to the nation from the competence and integrity of
the Corps militate against any precipitate transfer of civil functions from the Army.
(Modified author abstract)

Loring A. Wyllie, Jr., Richard N. Wright, Mete A. Sozen, Henry J. Degenkolb, and
Karl V. Steinbrugge. "Effects on Structures of the Managua Earthquake of
December 23, 1972." Aug 74.
Abstract: The December 23, 1972, earthquake in Managua, Nicaragua caused
extensive damage to structures throughout the city of Managua. There was damage
to virtually every building in Managua, a city of approximately 400,000 inhabitants.
An estimated 10,000 people were killed, mostly in the collapse of homes built of
native taqueza.l construction. The city contained numerous reinforced concrete
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structures designed to recent standards. Although many of these buildings were
heavily damaged, with some collapses, some had only minor damage. There were
also several structures of structural steel. The paper provides an overview of
structural effects and discusses the performance of selected buildings in Managua
illustrating the range of performance of modem construction. Damage to numerous
other buildings will be discussed. The paper, while emphasizing the structural effects
on buildings, also discusses the performance of non-structural elements, mechanical
equipment, etc.

Dennis S. Mileti. •Disaster Relief and Rehabilitation in the United States: A
Research Assessment. • Jun 75.
Abstract: Disaster relief and rehabilitation in the U.S. is performed by
numerous groups, agencies and individuals, and is composed of various activities
which cut across state and local boundaries. This report discusses the processes of
relief and rehabilitation, and focuses on the processes that are incompletely
understood: how the availability of funds for relief and reconstruction may affect the
implementation of other adjustments and the continuing vulnerability to hazards; how
to coordinate all the short-term and long-term services the adjustment includes; and
what services should be offered. The processes are evaluated in terms of their
contribution to optimal relief procedures and their effects on other disaster-mitigation
procedures, and research recommendations are made for areas that need more
examination. Bibliography and literature review contained.

W. G. Street, W. E. Greene, J. H. Pielert, and L. F. Skoda. "A Compilation of
Problems Related to the Performance of Mobile Homes." Apr 75.
Abstract: Performance of mobile homes as housing units is of broad concern
to mobile home owners. This study report presents mobile home problem data
obtained from two separate data sources. The first data base, for 2881 units, was
selected from maintenance records retained by HUDon 12,500 mobile homes used
as emergency housing following the Hurricane Agnes disaster at Wilkes-Barre,
Pennsylvania. The second source consisted of data for 967 privately-owned units
collected from the files of various Federal, state, and private agencies. Performance
problem data was processed using computer techniques to produce problem
summation tables which facilitated evaluation.
H. L. Murphy, and J. E. Beck. •slanting for Combined Nuclear Weapons Effects:
Blast-Resistant Design/Analysis with Examples." Dec 74.
Abstract: This report provides corrected, updated, and expanded versions of
material published in the latest of a series of feasibility studies (AD's 734 831 and
734 832) on slanting (Design modifications) of basements in new buildings, to
provide shelter against combined nuclear weapons effects-- air blast and initial
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nuclear, thermal, and fallout radiation. These reports were written solely for the
guidance of design professionals (architects and engineers), who must design human
shelter to be located in a new building basement or other below grade structure
(natural or bermed). It is emphasized that protective shelter of the kind contemplated
in full slanting-- i.e., to protect against 5-30 psi nuclear air blast and related
radiation effects-- provides excellent (full) protection against such natural disasters
as earthquakes, hurricanes (including cyclones), and tornadoes. Also, such protective
shelter provides fire protection that in most aspects exceeds fire codes. In short, full
slanted basement shelters more than satisfy requirements for protection against all
nautral disasters except floods.

Curtis Lang. •Blast-Resistant Characteristics of State and Local Emergency
Operating Centers (EOC's). • Oct 75.
Abstract: An extensive review of the literature, an analysis of DCPA's
nationwide survey of 64 Emergency Operating Centers (EOCs), and a limited
regional (California) survey of EOCs were made to obtain information for compiling
a list of contents and characteristics of state and local EOCs and establishing their
vulnerability to nuclear and natural disasters. Methods were then derived for
reducing the vulnerability of existing EOCs and new EOC construction. Techniques
were also formulated for temporary protection in time of crisis. The report is written
specifically to assist EOC officials to evaluate and reduce the vulnerability of their
respective EOCs. Also included are background information and guidelines for the
engineer who will be faced with the detail work of vulnerability reduction for a
particular EOC.

George R. Walker, Joseph E. Minor, and R. D. Marshall. •The Darwin Cyclone
Valuable Lesson in Structural Design. • Dec 75.
Abstract: Damage to buildings in Darwin, Australia caused by Cyclone Tracy
is described. The approximate cyclone track and probable maximum wind speeds are
presented along with an assessment of the performance of several types of buildings
under extreme wind loading. Australian activities in reconstruction are discussed and
it is concluded that what happened at Darwin provides a strong argument for the
reassessment of residential construction practices in the United States.

Richard L. Johnson. •specter of Bankruptcy. • 1973.
Abstract: Risks involved in long-term debt financing of hospitals are
discussed, with the situation in Dade County, Florida, offered as an example of
overbuilding leading to financial problems for many institutions. The growth of debt
financing as opposed to fund drives is traced over the years, and it is noted that in
the past, the rapidly increasing population has made decision-making relatively
risk-free for hospital administrators, i.e., the continuing surge in population acted
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as a safety valve for poor expansion decisions. Because debt was not a major source
of capital, empty beds were not a matter of financial disaster. Today, however, the
situation is different; a hospital cannot pay off long-term debt with empty beds. The
problem in Dade County, where overbuilding resulted from the use of unrealistic
projections of patient days in financial forecasts, is described. Financial feasibility
studies conducted there assumed patient occupancy rates of 80 or 85 percent,
considerably higher than the 57.9 percent projected for the country. At present, the
overall average occupancy level is so low in Dade County that it is likely to lead to
several of the hospitals becoming insolvent. Factors that have led to this situation are
discussed; failure of the comprehensive health planning council to act responsibly in
reviewing expansion proposals is noted. The combination of disproportionate
increases in construction costs, interim financing charges, architects' fees, and
equipping costs has resulted in a total project cost that has nearly doubled since the
late 1960's, whereas the construction cost per square foot has only increased by
one-third; this factor is said to be largely unrecognized by those involved in hospital
expansion. It is emphasized that the situation in Dade County is not unique, and that
the factors at work there are at work in all communities.
Richard D. Marshall, and Noel J. Raufaste, Jr. "FY75 Progress Report on Design
Criteria and Methodology for Construction of Low-Rise Buildings to Better Resist
Typhoons and Hurricanes." Nov 75.
Abstract: This report represents the major accomplishments conducted during
the third phase (FY75) of a three year project to develop improved design criteria
for low-rise buildings in developing countries to better resist extreme winds. The
research study sponsored by the Agency for International Development commenced
in March 1973. Two other reports were prepared; NBSIR 74-582 FY73 Progress
Report (first phase of the research--4 months) and NBSIR 74-567 FY74 Progress
Report (second phase of the research--12 months). During FY75, 6 major tasks were
completed (instrumentation of fifth and sixth of six test houses to collect full scale
field wind data, continuation of technician training at the field sites and at the wind
tunnel facility, analyzed of extreme wind data, development of draft improved design
criteria reports, participation in regional conferences in Manila and scheduling of
regional dissemination of project results conference in Jamaica for November 1975).
Research activities will be completed in December 1975. A final report will be
published by the end of FY76.
Richard D. Marshall. "Engineering Aspects of Cyclone Tracy, Darwin, Australia,
1974." Jun 76.
Abstract: During the early morning hours of December 25, 1974, the city of
Darwin was devastated by the most damaging cyclone ever to strike the Australian
Continent. Winds of up to 75 m/s caused extensive damage to housing in particular,
requiring the evacuation of approximately half of the 45,000 residents to other major
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cities in Australia. This report is a result of the author spending several days on
temporary assignment with the Department of Housing and Construction-Australian
Government to inspect the damage, and to participate in discussions regarding the
establishment of new design criteria and construction practices for cyclone areas.
The fact that most of the damage was caused by wind forces rather than a
combination of wind and storm surge greatly simplified the assessment of damage
and structural performance. The experience at Darwin points out the danger in
depending too heavily upon past experience and intuition in the design of housing.
It also makes clear the need for additional research into the behavior of certain
building materials under repeated loads and missile impact, and the racking strength
of walls subjected to uplift loads.
Don G. Friedman. "Computer Simulation in Natural Hazard Assessment." 1975.
Abstract: Specific topics discussed are: Components of a hazard (Assessment
of needs, Loss potential, Population-at-risk, Vulnerability relationships, Natural
hazard generator, Local conditions); Simulation of loss potential (Approach,
Frequency of geophysical events, Specification of present level and future trend,
Measuring effects of changing adjustments, Application); Earthquakes (Development
of original model, Application of earthquake model to San Francisco, Catastrophe
potential of Los Angeles earthquakes, Catastrophe potential of hypothetical
California earthquakes, Simulation of earthquakes· in central and eastern United
States, Interpretation of results in terms of research and data needs); Hurricanes
(Importance of wind and storm surge hazards, Development of wind model,
Interpretation of wind results in terms of research and data needs, The storm surge
hazard, Application of storm surge model, Interpretation of storm surge results in
terms of research and data needs); InJand flooding (Population-at-risk and its
vulnerability, Construction of a flood generator, Adjustments to the flood hazard,
Time-phased changes in adjustments); Other hazards (Tornadoes, wind and hail,
drought).

Robert S. Ayre, Dennis S. Mileti, and Patricia B. Trainer. "Earthquake and
Tsunami Hazards in the United States: A Research Assessment." 1975.
Abstract: Specific topics discussed are: Dimensions of the earthquake problem
in the United States (Landmarks, Affected population, Impact on human social
systems, Adjustments to earthquakes, Costs and benefits of the hazard, Role of the
Federal Government); Simulation of earthquake loss management (Simulation
models, General modeling diagram, Design of the model, Results of the California
simulation); Research recommendations (Earthquake reduction, Earthquake-resistant
construction, Land use management, Prediction and warning, Insurance, Community
preparedness, relief and rehabilitation, Post-audit analyses); Dimensions of the
Tsunami hazard in the·United States (Physical characteristics, Incidence and affected
population, Adjustments to the hazard, Role of the Federal Government, Costs and

benefits of the hazard); Simulation of Tsunami loss management; Research
recommendations.
J. E. Ramirez. "History of Earthquakes in Colombia Historia de Los Terremotos
en Colombia." 1969.
Abstract: The history of earthquake disasters in Colombia, South America is
discussed in detail to promote scientific investigations, and to call attention to
engineers, architects, contractors, insurance companies and building owners as to the
conditions that must be included in the construction of earthquake resistant structures
for the protection of city dwellers.

William A. Mitchell. "The Lice Earthquake in Southeastern Turkey: A Geography
of the Disaster." Dec 76.
Abstract: On September 6, 1975, an earthquake of Richter magnitude 6.9
occurred near the town of Lice in southeastern Turkey. Two thousand and
eighty-five people were killed and 3,339 were injured in the disaster. The earthquake
had a disastrous effect in 193 villages and towns, demolishing 7, 713 homes and
damaging 8,453 others. Soon after the earthquake the Turkish government
implemented a vast restoration program which included rebuilding the town of Lice
and building 5,805 homes throughout the area. This report is a comprehensive
systematic analysis of the nature and extent of the Lice disaster. Recommendations
for future reconstruction practices are offered. (Author)
N. J. Raufaste, R. D. Marshall, and S. A. Kliment. "Building to Resist the Effect
of Wind." Volume I. Overview. May 77.
Abstract: This document presents the background, goals, procedures and
results of a project to develop improved design criteria that would make low-rise
buildings in developing countries better able to withstand the effects of extreme
winds. The project stemmed from the belief that additional research on wind was
needed to reduce loss of life and property, human suffering, disruption of productive
capacity and costs of disaster relief. The 3 1/2 year project began in early 1973 and
produced these results: the development of improved design criteria; a methodology
for the estimation of extreme wind speeds; the development of wind tunnel modeling
techniques; a heightened awareness of the wind problem and the need to guard
against it; the emergence of useful working relationships between NBS/ AID and
public and private decision makers in developing countries subject to extreme winds,
especially the Philippines, Jamaica and Bangladesh; and the documentation of
important information in the areas of wind design speeds and pressure coefficients,
economic forecasting, socio-economic and architectural concerns, and construction
detailing practices. Also during the project, a program began in the training of
professionals and technicians in developing countries to carry out wind measurements
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and analyses. In addition, methods to ensure transfer of information to user groups
were employed.

R. D. Marshall. "Building to Resist the Effect of Wind." Volume D. Estimation of
Extreme Wind Speeds and Guide to the Determination of Wind Forces. Jul 75.
Abstract: This paper briefly describes some of the more common flow
mechanisms which create wind pressures on low-rise buildings and the effects of
building geometry on these pressures. It is assumed that the basic wind speeds are
known and a procedure is outlined for calculating design wind speeds which
incorporates the expected life of the structure, the mean recurrence interval, and the
wind speed averaging time. Pressure coefficients are tabulated for various
height-to-width ratios and roof slopes. The steps required to calculate pressures and
total drag and uplift forces are summarized and an illustrative example is presented.

S. George Fattal, G. E. Sherwood, and T. L. Wilkinson. "Building to Resist the
Effect of Wind." Volume ill. A Guide for Improved Masonry and Timber
Connections in Buildings. May 77.
Abstract: This report investigates the use of connectors for masonry and
timber elements in low-rise buildings. Connector characteristics and construction
details that improve a building's response to extreme wind effects are given primary
emphasis. Recommendations include improvements through better utilization of
connector technology showing good feasibility of introduction in developing
countries. The building systems considered in this study fall within the low to
moderate cost category.

Joseph G. Kowalski. "Building to Resist the Effect of Wind." Volume IV.
Forecasting the Economics of Housing Needs: A Methodological Guide. May 77.
Abstract: The Agency for International Development sponsored with the
NBS, a 3 1/2 year research project to develop improved design criteria for low-rise
buildings to better resist the effects of extreme winds. Housing is probably the single
most important consumer good in most economies. Measuring the size of a region's
unmet housing need is a first step to planning and implementing improvements in
housing conditions. This report analyzes the concept of housing needs in an
economic framework. A methodology for estimating and projecting housing needs
at the regional level is developed. The methodology attempts to make explicit the
income redistribution intent which is the core meaning behind the concept of housing
needs. Project results are presented in five volumes. Volume 1 gives an overview
of the research activities, accomplishments, results and recommendations. Volume
2 presents a methodology to estimate design wind speeds and a guide to determine
wind forces. Volume 3 discusses a guide for improved use of masonry fasteners and
timber connectors. Volume 4 furnishes a methodology to estimate and forecast

housing needs at a regional level. Soci~nomic and architectural considerations
of the Philippines, Jamaica and Bangladesh are presented in Volume 5.

Stephen A. Kliment. "Building to Resist the Effect of Wind. • Volume V. Housing
Soci~nomic and Architectural Considerations. May 77.
Abstract: Typical soci~nomic conditions in the Philippines, Jamaica, and
Bangladesh are identified. These conditions include strong respect for traditional
materials and methods of house construction, and suspicion of innovative forms and
approaches; a rising proportion of urban poor who .live in squatter settlements; and
a rising ratio of inhabitants whose incomes are at a level where they cannot afford
housing of any kind. The importance of land from a social standpoint is stressed.
The report reviews the sites and services concept whereby low income persons are
provided a site equipped with basic utilities but must erect and maintain a house
upon it. Recommendations include: placement of buildings to exploit terrain;
adherence to good practices in the configurations of the main elements of a house
(these are shown by means of simple drawings); and use of cheap, strong and locally
available materials.

in Extreme Winds:

George Fattal, Emil Simiu, and Charles Culver. "Observations on the Behavior of
Buildings in the Romania Earthquake of March 4, 1977." Sep 77.
Abstract: Observations are presented of the damage to buildings resulting
from the earthquake of March 4, 1977 in Romania. The report was prepared by
engineers from the National Bureau of Standards who participated as members of the
U.S. government team dispatched to Romania under the auspices of the Office of
Foreign Disaster Assistance, Agency for International Development. A summary of
the team's activities is included. Background data on the seismic history of Romania,
the characteristics of the earthquake and descriptions of damage to specific buildings
are also included. The types of building construction and the history of the
development of seismic design requirements for buildings in Romania are discussed.
Recommendations are presented for needed building research based on the
observations.

J. E. Haas, R. W. Kates, and M. J. Bowden. "Reconstruction Following Disaster. •
1977.
Abstract: The study attempts to add to the knowledge about how cities
recover from disaster. The sequence of events and processes by which a city
recovers from disaster is explainable in terms of a few significant factors: emergency
responses; restoration of the restorable; reconstruction of the destroyed for functional
replacement; and reconstruction for commemoration, betterment and development.
A four-stage model of recovery from disaster is presented, following which the
authors examine the relevant evidence from four disaster-stricken cities--Rapid City

(South Dakota), Managua (Nicaragua), San Francisco (California), and Anchorage
(Alaska). The study sought to determine: (1) if there are underlying forces which
reshape a city and its institutions; (2) if city planning experts significantly influence
disaster recovery or if early decisions by the more wealthy and powerful determine
or inhibit what is done; (3) how extensively outside decision-makers and Federal
policies determine what happens locally; (4) how families cope with their housing
and disaster-related ,employment problems; (5) how early key decisions affecting land
use and building codes have to be made; and (6) if predisaster reconstruction
planning based on broad consensus speeds up postdisaster creation of a safer city
·
with less potential conflict.

Michael Olmert. "Building Technology Project Summaries, 1976." Jul 77.
Abstract: Contents: Energy conservation; Energy conservation in
communities; Solar energy; Economics; Thermal studies; Mechanical systems;
Plumbing; Sensory environment; Materials; Structural; Disaster mitigation;
Architectural research; Safety; Mobile homes; Codes and standards; Housing and
building technology.

Donnie L. Daniel, and D.C. Williams, Jr. "Costs of Errors in Defming a
Community's Flood Plain." Sep 77.
Abstract: Under the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968, as expanded by
the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973, flood insurance is made available to
flood-prone areas. In addition, new construction and substantial improvements of
existing structures must, for most practical purposes, be constructed so as to be flood
proof with respect to a 100-year flood. Obviously, construction requirements as well
as actuarial rates for the flood insurance on structures in a flood-prone area are
dependent upon estimates of the flood risk for that area. However, risk estimates can
never be completely free of error. The relationship between erroneous estimates of
flood risk and the economic consequences of those errors was analyzed.

Stamatia A. Frondistou-Yannas, and Herbert T. S. Ng. "Use of Concrete
Demolition Waste as Aggregates in Areas That Have Suffered Destruction." A
Feasibility Study. Nov 77.
Abstract: Millions of tons of concrete debris are annually generated by
natural disasters. For instance, the San Fernando Earthquake of 1971 generated 5
million tons of concrete debris. Disposal of such massive quantities of concrete
waste poses a difficult problem. Moreover, during the reconstruction period
significant demand usually develops for construction .materials, with resulting
material shortages and price inflation. In the wake of a natural disaster, therefore,
a sudden upsurge in supply of concrete debris coincides with a compelling demand
for construction materials. Recycling of concrete debris as aggregate for new
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concrete suggests itself as an environmentally responsible mechanism for solution of
the problem which is posed. This report examines the technical and economic aspects
of such a solution. The findings suggest that such recycling of concrete debris is
technologically feasible. Moreover, it is economically attractive, provided that at
least one million tons of concrete debris has been produced by the catastrophic
event.

Joseph E. Minor, James R. McDonald, and Kishor C. Mehta. "The Tornado: An
Engineering-Oriented Perspective." Dec 77.
·
Abstract: The presentation of an engineering-oriented perspective of the
tornado serves to establish and demonstrate the feasibility of designing buildings and
facilities against tornadoes. Included in the presentation are fundamental concepts of
tornado-building interaction phenomena which are designed to assist the
meteorologist in understanding and interpreting wind damage, and to assist the
engineer in assessing wind resistance of building construction. Major sections on
tornadic windspeeds and atmospheric pressure change advance the
engineering-oriented perspectives that: (1) buildings fail at relatively low
windspeeds; (2) no conclusive evidence can be found that ground level windspeeds
exceed 250 mph (112 m/s); (3) most building damage is caused by winds in the
75-125 mph (34-56 m/s) range; and (4) atmospheric pressure changes in tornadoes
play only a minor role in the damaging mechanism.

W. Pennington Vann, and James R. McDonald. "Waves at the Columbia River
Entrance: Report of a Workshop Held at Seattle, Washington on 19 April 1978, Apr
79.
Abstract: During the past two and a half centuries more than 200 major
disasters have occurred at the entrance to the Columbia River." Since the
construction of jetties and the development of modern methods of weather prediction
and analysis, the toll of ships and lives has diminished dramatically. However,
breaking waves caused by the strong ebb tide current have continued to precipitate
hundreds of search and rescue missions a year. To address this challenge the Pacific
Marine Environmental Laboratory (PMEL) and the Seattle Weather Service Forecast
Office jointly sponsored a workshop on wave conditions at the Columbia River
entrance on 19 April 1978. The morning session reviewed the need of various user
agencies for information and summarized past and ongoing projects by individual
investigators. Present services of the Portland Weather Service Forecast Office were
outlined. The afternoon was reserved for an open forum to define critical areas for
technique development. This report provides the workshop presentations and several
longer papers included as appendices that serve as supporting documents for the
discussions.
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James R. McDonald, and Patrick A. Lea. "A Study of Building Damage Caused by
Wind Forces." Jan 78.
Abstract: The objectives of the study were to (l) By survey, determine the
kinds of major damage inflicted on hospital buildings by wind conditions; and (2)
Based on the survey, develop a procedure to identify potential wind force damage
to property. The study describes the historical performance of various structural
systems and identifies previous damage to buildings, electrical systems and sources
of injury to building occupants. It also includes a questionnaire which provides a
methodology for evaluating the potential performance of hospital facilities in
windstorms.

John P. Eberhard, Porter W. Homer, Boyd A. Blackner, Burtch W. Beall, Jr., and
Hal Christiansen. •seismic Design for Police and Fire Stations." Oct 78.
Abstract: This project attempts to explore, define, and develop seismic design
considerations to be used by the architectural and public safety professions in the
planning, design, construction, and operation of police and fire stations so that they
can remain functional in the event of an earthquake. Specific objectives are to
identify past and potential damage to police and fire facilities and their operation
during earthquake disasters; identify and assess present and future facility
requirements and equipment needs relative both to normal and disaster operations;
identify and develop specific design considerations and alternatives for mitigation of
earthquake damage/failure; and develop specific conceptual seismic design solutions
for police and fire facilities. The text evaluates police and fire stations in terms of
disaster operations, site design, building form, functional space criteria,
nonstructural systems and components, equipment, and future trends. Emergency
Operating Centers (E.O.C.) are discussed in terms of definition, program functions,
program models, and analysis of a fire station/police station as an E.O.C. Also
discussed are seismic renovation and multi-hazard design.

James L. Stratta, Ted J. Canon, C. Martin Duke, and Lawrence G. Selna.
"Mindanao, Philippines Earthquake, August 17, 1976, Reconnaissance Report."
Aug 77.
Abstract: An assessment of the engineering aspects of the earthquake that
occurred on the island of Mindanao in the Philippines on August 17, 1976 was made
and was augmented by notes on seismology and social science observations and
extracts from a preliminary report. Detailed information from the main shock is
drawn from a USGS Earthquake Data Report in which 231 observations are
summarized. Foreshocks, aftershocks, acceleration, and macroseismic reports are
given in the introduction. Subsequent chapters describe site conditions, soil effects,
damage to lifelines, tsunami damage, damage to buildings in Cotabato City,
Zamboanga City, and residential and bridge damage. A summary and observations
chapter focuses on the damage in Cotabato City, particularly in relation to ground

motion characteristics and building and bridge design construction. The fmal chapter
discusses social science observations on the response of Cotabato City.

W. E. Wagy, and R. C. Denton. • Abstract Journal in Earthquake Engineering."
Volume 5: 1975 Literature Dec 76.
Abstract: A comprehensive collection of abstracts and citations from current
earthquake engineering literature is presented. The abstracts of over 1000 research
reports, technical papers, texts, reference books, codes, and conference proceedings
-are drawn from 81 technical journals and from the engineering, scientific, and
government publications of 23 countries and international organizations. This volume
provides a list of sources, general topics and conference proceedings followed by the
abstracts. These are classified acco~ding to selected topics in seismology; engineering
seismology; strong motion seismology; dynamics of soils, rocks, and foundations;
dynamics of structures; earthquake-resistant design and construction and hazard
reduction; earthquake effects; and earthquakes as natural disasters. A list of titles,
both author and subject indexes, and suggestions for contributors are included.

William A. Mitchell, and Timothy H. Miner. •Environment, Disaster, and
Recovery: A Longitudinal Study of the 1970 Gediz Earthquake in Western Turkey."
Nov 78.
Abstract: On March 28, 1970, an earthquake of Richter magnitude 7.1
occurred near the town of Gediz in western Turkey. One thousand and eighty six
people were killed and 1,265 were injured in the disaster. The earthquake had a
disastrous effect in 313 villages and towns, demolishing 14,852 homes and damaging
5,105 others. Soon after the emergency phase, the Turkish government implemented
a vast relief, recovery and reconstruction program which included rebuilding the
town of Gediz and building 9,099 houses throughout the damaged area. This report
is a comprehensive analysis of the disaster from its beginning through the summer
of 1978. It is the first longitudinal study of an earthquake disaster in Turkey.
(Author)

R. C. Denton, and W. E. Wagy. • Abstract Journal in Earthquake Engineering."
Volume 6, 1976 Literature. Dec 77.
Abstract: This volume contains over 1000 abstracts of technical papers,
research reports, books, codes, and conference proceedings of the preceding year
pertinent to the field of earthquake mitigation. The abstracts are obtained from
technical journals and from publications of academic, professional, and governmental
institutions in 23 countries. A list of contributing journals precedes the collection
which is divided into sections of related topics on conference proceedings, general
and selected topics in seismology, engineering seismology, strong motion
seismometry, dynamics of soils, rocks, foundations, and structures, dynamic
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properties of materials and structural components, earthquake-resistant design and
construction, hazard reduction, earthquake effects, and earthquakes as natural
disasters. Included are a list of titles, author-subject indices, and suggestions for
contributors.

Harold C. Cochrane, Charles F. Revier, and Takayoshi Nakagawa. "Impact of
Disasters on Construction Costs." 1978.
Abstract: The study determines the potential for building costs to escalate
following a major disaster. Real estate market data was collected from 14
communities which sustained significant damage from either flooding, tornadoes,
fire, earthquake, or cyclone. Analysis of the data provided a time path of housing
prices from the pre- to the post-disaster period. A dynamic three-equation model of
the housing market was tested with price paths developed for Xenia (tornado), Rapid
City (flood), and New Orleans (flood). Because the model is able to separate the
influence of supply from demand, it provides a more accurate reading of price
effects and more sensitive tool with which to assess public policy. Analysis of the
resultant time paths suggests that land-use management and improved building
techniques are more beneficial than previously thought. They also suggest that
Federal aid, under certain circumstances, may simply push prices upward, inflicting
additional hardship on those who can least afford it. Lastly, the model indicates that
post disaster wage and price controls will prove to be an undesirable method for
dealing with the problem. Price stability will be purchased at the expense of an
elongated reconstruction period.

Howard Kunreuther, John Lepore, Louis Miller, Jospeh Vinso, and John Wilson.
"An Interactive Modeling System for Disaster Policy Analysis." cl978.
Abstract: The Community Disaster Modeling System was developed for
studying the relative costs and benefits of alternative hazard mitigation and recovery
programs. The system is capable of dealing with sets of individual homeowners and
businesses enabling users to construct representations of hazard-prone communities
and to examine impacts of mitigation and recovery programs on residents of a
community as well as on local, state, and federal agencies. This system was designed
to provide a high degree of flexibility so that it is possible for the user to make
substantial modifications without having to invest large amounts of time and skill or
risk confusion in reprogramming. These features are illustrated by the construction
of the hypothetical community of River City and a demonstration of how the
system's damage and financial submodels are explicitly utilized in evaluating the
impacts of floods as a function of alternative scenarios and policies. It is pointed out
that users must make the commitment to experiment with the system to ascertain its
value as a meaningful tool for policy analysis.
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R. C. Denton, G. A. Bolt, and G. Fencsik. "Abstract Journal in Earthquake
Engineering." Volume 7: 1977 Literature. Dec 78.
Abstract: A comprehensive annual collection of abstracts and citations of
current literature pertinent to the field of earthquake hazard mitigation is presented.
The abstracts are obtained from 82 technical journals, and from the publications of
academic, professional, and governmental institutions in 23 countries. The present
volume contains more than 1,350 abstracts of technical papers, research reports,
books, codes, and conference proceedings. Selections are organized under the
following categories: (1) general topics and conference proceedings; (2) selected
topics in seismology; (3) engineering seismology; (4) strong motion seismometry;
(5) dynamics of soils, rocks and foundations; (6) dynamics of structures; (7)
earthquake resistant design and construction and hazard reduction; (8) earthquake
effects; and (9) earthquakes as natural disasters. Author, title, and subject indexes
also are included.

James V. Zaccor. "An Empirical Study of Earth Covered Schools in Oklahoma."
Nov 79.
Abstract: The present program was aimed at identifying what information is
currently available to define broad trade-offs between earth covered and traditional
schools, applying this information to provide an initial quantitative assessment of
costs and benefits, and defining what additional studies and measurements might be
desirable. Major areas to consider were: (1) Sociological, physiological, and
psychological functional adequacy of earth covered schools, (2) Economic
differences, their costs and benefits, (3) Practical aspects of disaster protection. The
first task was to ensure earth covered structures were acceptable as a teaching and
learning environment. The second task was to identify additional incentives ~esides
tornadoes) for building schools underground. The third task was to evaluate
structural performance of Oklahoma's earth covered schools under realistic disaster
loading conditions, as built, and to assess the degree to which this performance
might be upgraded simply, to improve it. Two levels of upgrading were to be
considered, options that could be implemented in a matter of hours on existing
structures, and inexpensive options that could be introduced at the time of design to
be incorporated during construction.

Jerry L. Machemehl. "Model Building Code for Coastal Hazard Areas." 1978.
Abstract: The coastal papulation is growing almost four times as fast as the
national average. Very few coastal residents have had experience with major
hurricanes. Only 22.5% of the residents in the coastal zone have experienced a
major hurricane. Even though the average annual hurricane fatality figure has
stabilized, there is potential for a catastrophic disaster. The most severe damage to
structures in the coastal zone results from foundation failures (i.e., when the
structure is tom loose from its foundation). Next in severity is roof failure caused
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by inadequate ties between the structure and the roof. The least severe damage but
largest monetary loss involves failures in siding, broken windows, loss of porches
and garages. Minimum standards for foundations, framework and roofs has been
developed for the design and construction of residential and enclosed commercial
structures.

M. Mark Earle, Thomas W. Fletcher, Ernest C. Harvey, and Charles K. Shafer.
"Multijurisdictional Responses to Urban and Regional Disasters." 30 Oct 80.
Abstract: This report presents the results of an assessment of the
multijurisdictional issues needing resolution after the immediate needs or an urban
population affected by a major disaster have been met. A scenario incorporating the
impacts of and immediate responses to an earthquake of magnitude 8.3 on the
Richter scale in the San Francisco Bay Area was developed to provide the basis for
identifying and classifying these issues. The many entities that would need to
participate in issue resolution or in the implementation of decisions made were also
identified and categorized to facilitate the issue analysis. Within the framework of
the scenario and the issue categorization, a simulation exercise was prepared. It is
designed to test the interactions of federal, state, and local governments, quasi-public
organizations, private-sector companies, and individuals in resolving the major issues
and mobilizing the available resources for the reconstruction effort. (Author)

William M. Lokey, Rick S. Bender, Usha Jayaraman, and Jill Peterson. "Labor
Mobilization Project (1981)." Extended Period. Addendum. 30 Jun 81.
Abstract: The Labor Mobilization Project, after research and successful
table-top exercises in various parts of the state of Washington, demonstrates that:
The same factors which influence the involvement of labor in civil defense in large,
densly populated counties in Washington, such as King and Snohomish Counties,
come into play in smaller, rural areas; Labor and other private sector resources can
be available to assist local governments in disasters in less populated, rural areas;
An effective ongoing communication between the various groups in the private sector
and government is a prerequisite. For this, the private sector should be involved in
the planning and decision making process for emergencies; The Labor Mobilization
Plan, to involve these groups, consists of an assessment team and a call out
mechanism; and The assessment team is a pre-assigned and trained team of federal,
state, local government, labor, contractors, and community services representatives.
The team's joint and professional nature assures quick, reliable, and accurate
assessments of manpower and equipment needs and a communications link to these
groups. Resources needed are tapped through call out lists of key contact names
from the above groups. The plan has been endorsed by the National Building and
Construction Trades Council. Cooperation from Labor and other private sector
groups has been exceUent. In the pilot areas, labor has entered into agreements with
King County and the City of Seattle for cooperation in emergencies. (Author)
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R. C. Denton, and K. G. McDonald.
"Abstract Journal in Earthquake
Engineering." Volume 9: 1979 literature. Dec 80 .
.Abstract: This annual collection consists of abstracts and citations of current
literature pertinent to the field of earthquake hazards mitigation. It contains over
1,600 abstracts of technical papers, research reports, books, codes, and conference
proceedings. Abstracts are drawn from 98 technical journals, and from the
publications of academic, professional, and governmental organizations in 23
countries. Selected topics include: seismology, engineering seismology; strong
motion seismology; dynamics of soils, rocks, and foundations; dynamics of
structures; earthquake resistant design and construction, and hazard reduction;
earthquake effects; and earthquakes as natural disasters. The journal also includes
a list of titles, and author and subject indexes.

R. C. Denton, and K. G. McDonald.
"Abstract Journal in Earthquake
Engineering." Volume 8: 1978 Literature. Dec 79.
Abstract: This annual collection consists of abstracts and citations of current
literature pertinent to the field of earthquake hazards mitigation. It contains over
1, 600 abstracts of technical papers, research reports, books, codes, and conference
proceedings. Abstracts are drawn from 86 technical journals together with
publications of academic, professional, and governmental organizations in 23
countries. Selected topics include the following: seismology; engineering seismology;
strong motion seismology; dynamics of soils; rocks and foundations; dynamics of
structures; earthquake-resistant design and construction and hazard reduction;
earthquake effects; and earthquakes as natural disasters. The journal also includes
a list of titles and author and subject indexes.

Frederick L. Bates. "Recovery, Change and Development: A Longitudinal Study
of the 1976 Guatemalan Earthquake; Final Report Volume 1." Sep 82.
Abstract: Results are presented of a study of the reconstruction process that
followed the earthquake in Guatemala on February 4, 1976. The objectives of the
study were to examine the hypothesis that major disasters foster rapid social change
and to analyze the effects of reconstruction programs on the recovery of households
and communities. This volume focuses on food shortages and distribution by
experimental and control groups in the cities affected by the earthquake. The impact
of emergency food distribution on food prices and production is discussed. In
addition, policies, objectives, and mechanisms developed by the Guatemalan
government to carry out the reconstruction process are addressed. The governmental
sector consisted of three types of units: (1) the regular government ministries and
their various sub-organizations; (2) specially formed units established to contend with
the emergency and reconstruction process; and (3) disaster oriented coordination
units. It is noted that the reconstruction processes brought massive social and
economic investments to the rural communities until 1979-1980.
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Frederick L. Bates. •Recovery, Change and Development: A Longitudinal Study
of the 1976 Guatemalan Earthquake; Final Report Volume 2." Sep 82.
Abstract: Results are presented of a study of the reconstruction process that
followed the earthquake in Guatemala on February 4, 1976. The objectives of the
study were to examine the hypothesis that major disasters foster rapid social change
and to analyze the effects of reconstruction programs on the recovery of households
and communities. This volume addresses housing and general economic changes as
well as cultural differences in recovery. Four settlements representing different types
of recovery are examined: Roosevelt, a government settlement; Carolingia, a
planned permanent settlement; 4th of February, an unplanned squatters' settlement;
and New Chinautla, a planned permanent resettlement of people from a previously
existing town. The economic situations of settlers in Roosevelt and the 4th of
February worsened after the earthquake, while those of settlers in Carolingia and
New Chinautla improved. It is concluded that the organization of victims into
reconstruction committees, and eventually into a permanent community organization,
was extremely important to the continued control of the settlement by the residents.

Panayotis G. Carydis, Norman R. Tilford, Gregg E. Brandow, and James 0. Jirsa.
"Central Greece Earthquakes of February-March 1981." A Reconnaissance and
Engineering Report, 1982.
Abstract: At 10:57 p.m. (local time) on February 24, 1981, an earthquake
with a Richter magnitude of 6. 7 occurred in the region around the eastern Gulf of
Corinth. Initial reports placed the epicenter of this event in the Gulf of Corinth about
70 km west of Athens and 20 km north-northeast of Corinth. A major aftershock
with a Richter magnitude of 6.3 occurred at 4:36a.m. on February 25. The 1981
surface ruptures occurred along existing faults and were exposed for 1 to 5 km. The
main event produced effects .on the modified Mercalli scale of intensity 8 within an
estimated area of 1,400 sq km. The most heavily damaged areas from the major
earthquake and the first aftershock were concentrated around the southeastern coast
of the Gulf of Corinth about 10 to 20 km from the epicenter of the major event.

Martha R. Fowlkes, and Patricia Y. Miller. •LOVE CANAL: The Social
Construction of Disaster. • Jan 83.
Abstract: Data were obtained from 63 in-depth interviews with a primarily
random sample of homeowners both relocated from and remaining in the Love Canal
area of Niagara Falls, New York. Data analysis centers on the relevance of family
health experience and of demographic factors for shaping resident perceptions of
what happened at Love Canal. Beliefs concerning the scope of chemical migration
are highly correlated with age and the presence of dependent children in a
household. Additional structural factors and the desire for evidence influenced both
access and attentiveness to information and experience and perceptions of the
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relevance of those as evidence for beliefs. Finally, the quality of family health
experience, and the degree to which that was accommodated by traditional medical
paradigms of illness and diagnosis relate to differing beliefs regarding chemical
migration and attendant risk. The sources of ambiguity pertaining to the extent and
seriousness of chemical migration at Love Canal are discussed and their
contributions to widespread resident distrust of official response are addressed.
Resident perceptions are the basis for a series of recommendations concerning the
management of similar events in the future.

P. Huybers. •Construction System for Prefabricated Emergency Housing. • Part 1:
Introduction, Mar 83.
Abstract: A study was initiated for the development of a construction system
for emergency housing in disaster situations in 1976 by the research group Plastics
and Construction Technology of The Technical Group Material Sciences, Civil
Engineering Section of The Technical University in Delft. A paper was prepared on
the initial results for the International Conference on Disaster Area Housing from
4- 10 September 1977 in Istanbul. A commission was formed from the participants
under the auspices of the United Nations Disaster Relief Office and the U.N.
Industrial Development Organization. A distinction was made in the three following
phases of disaster relief: (1) Long-term planning and preventive measures for areas
which are vulnerable to natural disasters; (2) Immediate actions in the event of
disasters; in particular, housing primarily in the form of tents; and (3) Coordination
of reconstruction and reconstruction of housing.

Barclay G. Jones, and Miha Tomazevic. "Proceedings of the International
Conference (3rd): The Social and Economic Aspects of Earthquakes and Planning
to Mitigate their Impacts Held at Bled, Yugoslavia on June 29-July 2, 1981. 1982.
Abstract: Papers delivered at an international conference on earthquakes are
presented." The papers are divided into twelve categories, including: socio-economic
aspects of hazards, risks, and vulnerability; attitudes toward risk; governmental roles
in reducing vulnerability; planning as a tool for vulnerability reduction; emergency
management to mitigate impact; post-disaster response; impact of disasters on
socio-economic systems; and reconstruction following earthquakes. A conference
program is provided and participants are listed.

D. L. Dressel. •Design Information for Emergency Operations Centers. • Jun 83.
Abstract: This report provides design information produced for developing
Emergency Operations Centers (EOC) at Corps Divisions and Districts and a layout
designed to produce an effective EOC for the Office of the Chief of Engineers
(OCE). Interviews with OCE EOC personnel provided information on current and
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planned EOC activities. Designers used this information to develop a feasible layout
for OCE office. Researchers visited several Corps Districts and Divisions to
determine basic needs in an EOC. This information was used to produce general
design criteria which could be used as the basis for planning EOCs. Four EOC sites
were visited and their needs analyzed. Solutions to these individual design problems
were developed on a site-specific basis. The design criteria produced from this
research will be useful to Corps District and Division Facility Engineers for
evaluating existing facilities and for designing new ones.

V. Bertero, and H. Shah. "El-Asnam, Algeria Earthquake of October 10, 1980: A
Reconnaissance and Engineering Report. • Jan 83. ·
Abstract: On October 10, 1980 a destructive earthquake occurred near
El-Asnam, Algeria (formerly known as Orleansville--this city had also had a
destructive earthquake September 9, 1954). This report presents the findings of a
5-member reconnaissance team which visited the stricken area October 15-21, a
5-member investigating team which made studies there from October 22 to October
28 and three other investigators who made studies in November and December--all
with the assistance of the Organisine de Controle Technique de Ia Construction
(CTS) d 'Algerie. Five chapters discuss geography, seismology and geology,
earthquake effects, and socio-economic aspects of the event. The final chapter
describes the lessons learned (and relearned) from investigation of this earthquake
and presents conclusions. Recommendations are formulated to mitigate destruction
from future earthquakes.

G. W. May. "International Workshop: Earthen Buildings in Seismic Areas."
Conference Proceedings. Volume 1, Sep 81.
Abstract: Earthen buildings are traditionally constructed since prehistoric
times in all parts of the world. Yet there is practically no standardization attempted
so far. As usual! y constructed, they are weak and most vulnerable to complete
collapse as observed during earthquakes in the past. An attempt has been made here
to identify the main defects and structural weaknesses in such constructions. Then
suggestions are given to improve their behavior under normal conditions and to
increase their resistance to earthquakes. It is recognized that no test results are yet
available to evaluate such recommendations. The need to carryout properly planned
investigations is therefore emphasized.

F. C. Cuny, and G. W. May. "International Workshop: Earthen Buildings in
Seismic Areas." Conference Report, Research Needs and Priorities. Volume 3, Sep
81.
Abstract: The scope covers five primary topic areas: Subject Area 1 Structures; Subject Area 2 - Materials; Subject Area 3 - Social, Economic and
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Cultural Aspects; Subject Area 4 - Program Implementation; Subject Area 5 Codes, Specifications and Standards.

B. Frazier, and L. W. Birch. "Manual for Building Temporary Emergency Shelters
(Manual para Ia Construccion de Abrigos de Emergencia Temporales) (Manuel pour
Ia Construction des Abris D'Urgence Temporaires) (Kitab li bina Ma'Wa Muwagat
fii Halat at Tawara), 1 Sep 82.
Abstract: Detailed, illustrated instructions for selecting, designing, and
constructing temporary postdisaster shelters using plastic sheeting as a primary
construction material are presented in this manual. • Building designs for
environmental conditions such as strong winds, earthquakes, temperature extremes,
and flooding are described, along with dimensions and room layouts for community
service buildings. Instructions are provided for building different types of structures,
for constructing foundations, walls, roofs, doors, windows, and vents, and for
attaching plastic to various other materials used in construction.

R. J. Atchison. "Nuclear Reactor Philosophy and Criteria." Jul 79.
Abstract: Nuclear power plant safety criteria and principles developed in
Canada are directed towards minimizing the chance of failure of the fuel and
preventing or reducing to an acceptably low level the escape of fission products
should fuel failure occur. Safety criteria and practices are set forth in the Reactor
Siting Guide, which is based upon the concept of defence in depth. The Guide
specifies that design and construction shall follow the best applicable code, standard
or practice; the total of all serious process system failures shall not exceed one in
three years; special safety systems are to be physically and functionally separate
from process systems and each other; and safety systems shall be testable, with
unavailability less than 10 exp -3 . Doses to the most exposed member of the public
due to normal operation, serious process failures, and dual failures are specified.
Licensees are also required to consider the effects of extreme conditions due to
airplane crashes, explosions, turbine disintegration, pipe burst, and natural disasters.
Safety requirements are changing as nuclear power plant designs evolve and in
response to social and economic pressures.

W. E. Strope, J. F. Devaney, R. K. Laurino, and S. Wengrovitz. "Multi-Hazard
Shelter Incentive Programs." Sep 85.
Abstract: Shelter incentive programs of the past are reviewed and eleven
candidate programs constructed for encouraging the incorporation of multi-hazard
shelter in the basements of new buildings. Projections of new construction and
incentive behavior are made, leading to a preferred program design based on a flat
incentive payment scheme.
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Stephen W. Maloney, and John T. Bandy. •Emergency Water Supply Planning for
Fixed Army Installations." Jun 86.
Abstract: This report provides information that will be useful to the Army
Facility Engineer in developing a water supply contingency plan that can be
·implemented when water utility components are lost or damaged due to a natural or
man-made disaster. Such an emergency plan is required to maintain water supplies
sufficient to meet priority demands such as firefighting, hospitals, and
mission-essential industries. This report summarizes the various types of disasters
that can impair a water utility and provides a basis for estimating water requirements
during an emergency. In addition, it provides information for assessing the
vulnerability of various system components to damage from disaster, and gives a
checklist of activities to be carried out in developing and updating an emergency
water plan.

J. Pantelic, and A. Reinhorn. •Report on the Whittier-Narrows, California
Earthquake of October 1, 1987." Nov 87.
Abstract: An abbreviated report of the findings of a post-earthquake
reconnaissance team from the National Center for Earthquake Engineering. Surveys
structural behavior and policy issues.

C. E. Pace. "Tests of Materials and Systems for Flood Proofmg Structures." Aug
88.
Abstract: This report presents test results which describe materials and
systems that can be used to protect buildings from floodwaters. Each year flooding
causes more property damage in the United States than any other natural disaster.
High flood damage costs to property have produced an awareness that nonstructural
methods should be developed to augment flood protection provided by dams, levees,
and similar structures. Because of the frequency and extent of flooding, strong
initiatives to protect buildings from repetitive flood damage losses will provide a
quick return on investment. The structural integrity of a building must be known or
the building may be flood proofed to an extent that it will be excessively loaded and
damaged or collapsed. It was determined by model and prototype tests that
brick-veneer and concrete-block walls can withstand only approximately 3 ft of static
waterhead without damage. If a building or home is loaded to excessive depths, it
can fail instantaneously and possibly result in injury or death to occupants. Closures,
materials, and systems were tested to determine the effectiveness in protecting homes
or buildings from floodwaters.

K. Borcherding, D. Bultmann, H. Franck, G. Hempel, and H. Rehmert.
"Entwicklung eines NAVSTAR-GPS-Empfaengers mit geringer Leistungsaufnahme
und guenstigem Preis-Leistungs-Verhaeltnis (Kompaktgeraet). • (Development of a
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NA VSTAR GPS (Global Positioning System) receiver with low power consumption
and favourable price/power ratio (compact equipment)). Jun 88.
Abstract: The aim of the documented research project was that starting with
the two-dimensional worldwide possibility of GPS use, which was planned for 1987
before the Shuttle disaster, Global Positioning System receivers would be made
available by high functional density, lower power consumption, low weight, small
external dimensions, safety of construction .and a low price, which would ensure
wide marketing possibilities. This development model fulfills these conditions.

R. Hamann, and J. Wade. "Mitigation of Hurricane Losses: Federal, State and
Local Programs." Jul 90.
Abstract: As development increases in coastal areas, Florida faces a growing
threat of natural disasters from hurricanes. Today there are numerous local, state and
federal programs with improved standards for the siting, design and construction of
new development. A more difficult problem is what to do about existing
development that does not meet newer standards. Although the issue of post-disaster
mitigation is addressed in many current programs, the greatest opportunity for
implementing effective strategies is at the local level. In part I of the report, the
nature of the hurricane threat and the opportunities for mitigation of hurricane
damage are assessed. Parts n and m analyze the numerous federal and state
programs that affect hurricane mitigation. In Part IV, several local approaches to
hurricane disaster mitigation in Florida are described. Finally, Part V concludes with
recommendations for local governments on hurricane mitigation. A subsequent study
will develop a model ordinance and supporting legal analysis.

S. M. Huff. "Preservation Building Survey Form for Freestanding Library Unit."
Dec 90.
Abstract: A modification of a University of Michigan form, this survey form
is designed to obtain information on a freestanding library unit for preservation. The
questionnaire covers the following areas: (1) library facility construction--e.g.,
primary building materials, characteristics of the foundation and roof, recent
problems; (2) heating and cooling systems--e.g., proximity of library materials to
heating and cooling sources, incidence of dampness and mold; (3) plumbing--e.g.,
proximity of library materials to pipes, water leaks; (4) security--e.g., types of
security systems, incidence of break-ins, security awareness programs; (5) fire
hazards--e.g., staff familiarity with alarms and extinguishers, electric problems,
flammable materials stored in the building; (6) collections--e.g., location of stacks
in relation to walls, proximity of stacks to automated sprinkler runoff; and (1)
disaster planning--e.g., availability of up-to-date floor plans, master electrical
switches, evacuation plans and staff emergency teams. (SD).
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C. H. Kiwus. "Contingency Construction Planning in the U. S. Armed Services,
Including the Extent of Modular Construction. II 1989.
Abstract: This paper examines and compares the contingency construction
plans and capabilities of the United States Navy, Air Force, and Army. A
contingency is an event or possibility that must be prepared against. For the purposes
of this paper, a contingency is further limited to a situation in which the military
would be required to operate in locations without adequate existing facilities. It
would most likely be a politically based conflict or natural disaster where military
construction forces would be called upon to provide necessary facilities. The focus
here is on construction design plans and construction forces, as these .can not be
readily procured through a military supply . system as the need arises. Special
emphasis is paid to the extent of modular construction in each Service's contingency
construction program. Modular construction refers to the complex relationship
between standardization and fle~bility. A highly modular facility would be one built
using standard tools, methods, materials, and design.

P. Sparks, E. J. Baker, J. Belville, and D. C. Perry. "Natural Disaster Studies. 11
Volume 2. Hurricane Elena, Gulf Coast, August 29-September 2, 1985. 1991.
Abstract: Hurricane Elena posed special problems for an unusually large
section of the Gulf Coast well before it came ashore on September 2, 1985.
Following an erratic and difficult-to-forecast course, the hurricane threatened a
coastline from New Orleans, Louisiana, to Sarasota, Florida. Considerable wind
damage occurred in the area to structures that were ostensibly designed to resist such
extreme wind conditions. The disaster survey team decided that it could best help
mitigate future hurricane damage not only by compiling a catalog of hurricane
structural damage and emergency response actions, but also by undertaking a more
comprehensive study that carefully established the wind conditions in the storm,
reviewed in depth the building control process used in the area, and conducted
necessary structural and wind tunnel tests.

R. N. Wright. "Research and Technology for Structural Engineering Productivity."
1991.
Abstract: Structural engineers strive to shelter and support human activities
with safe, functional, economic and esthetic structures. Engineers' productivity is
measured by the value of their results and the efficiency with which their results are
obtained. Demands for improved structural engineering services include: reducing
vulnerability to natural disasters, conserving and renewing existing structures,
building on difficult sites, protecting the environment, conserving scarce resources,
and creating structural systems consistent with evolving human aspirations. Structural
engineers will be challenged by colleagues abroad to maintain leadership and
competitiveness in structural engineering practice in an increasingly international
construction marketplace, and by other professions which may take advantage of
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their growing knowledge and advanced technologies to extend their activities into
what is now structural engineering practice. Productivity, value to the customer,
should be the deciding factor. Technical leadership is key to the productivity and
vitality of structural engineering. Emerging technologies, such as advanced
materials, artificial intelligence, automation and robotics, can greatly increase the
powers of structural engineers. Strong research, development and educational efforts
are needed to adapt and exploit emerging technologies.

D. E. Newsom, and M. Beriwal. •Regional evacuation planning using computer
simulation: Promise and pitfalls. • 1991.
Abstract: Computer simulation has long been used as a tool in the planning
of vehicular evacuation of predetermined areas. Recent enhancements of the Federal
Emergency Management Agen~y's (FEMA's) Integrated Emergency Management
Information System (IEMIS) enable planners to apply a dynamic evacuation model
to areas that may be determined on an ad hoc basis or by hazards whose location is
not fixed, such as natural disasters. The regional evacuation analysis capability of
IEMIS features map-based definition by the user of the area to be evacuated;
map-based selection by the user of destinations and capacities; attribute-based
selection by the user of classes of roadways to be included in the network; automated
construction of a first cut network configuration; and automated calculation of
vehicle loading rates onto the network, based on historic loading rate data from
hurricane evacuations. At present the usefulness of this capability is limited by
assumptions which are built into the model. Some user effort is required to correct
these assumptions; but, the model facilitates some corrections by enabling the user
to perform them graphically. The paper discusses the potential usefulness of this
system to evacuation planners, problems that the user must address, and areas where
improvement and additional research are needed.

E. J. A. Lohman, T. M. Wolters, and C. Voute. "Applicability of Remote Sensing
for Disaster Mitigation: Evaluation." Jun 91.
Abstract: The operational applicability of remote sensing and image
processing techniques, on short, medium and long term, for the prevention and
mitigation of the effects from natural disasters is considered. The project is focused
on human settlements in developing countries. Disaster mitigation refers to those
actions taken, within the given socioeconomic, physical and technical situation, to
reduce the risk of life and property and disruption from a natural or manmade
hazard, by reducing the vulnerability, modifying the hazard or changing the function
of land or constructions. Remote sensing has made a significant contribution to
these, notably in areas such as integrating land use maps with hazard maps. The
constraints related to the operational applicability of remote sensing are at the social,
economic and political level and not only in the technique. Criteria for operational
applicability of remote sensing for disaster mitigation planning, in order to improve
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the dialogue between the mitigation planning team and the remote sensing specialist
are provided.

N. J. Raufaste. "List of Publications 1969-1991. Panel on Wind and Seismic
Effects." Apr 92.
Abstract: The Panel on Wind and Seismic Effects was established in 1969.
Sixteen U.S. and six Japanese agencies participate with representatives of private
sector organizations, to develop and exchange technologies aimed at reducing
damages from high winds, earthquakes, storm surge, and tsunamis. This work is
produced through collaboration between U.S. and Japanese member researchers
working in 11 task committees. Each committee focuses on specific technical issues,
e.g., earthquake strong motion data. The Panel provides the vehicle to exchange
technical data and information on design and construction of civil engineering
lifelines, buildings, and water front structures, and to exchange high wind and
seismic measurement records. Annual meetings alternate between the U.S. and Japan
(even numbered years in the U.S.; odd numbered years in Japan). These one-week
technical meetings provide the forum to discuss ongoing research and research
results; one-week technical study tours follow the meetings.

G. G. Mader, and M. B. Tyler. "Rebuilding After Earthquakes. Lessons from
Planners." c1991.
Abstract: The publication summarizes the outcomes of the International
Symposium on Rebuilding After Earthquakes, sponsored by Stanford University in
August 1990. Approximately 40 planners participated, including presenters from
Yugoslavia, Armenia, Italy, Algeria, Mexico, and Nicaragua who illustrated
parallels between their country's redevelopment experiences following major
earthquakes. The document provides advice for planners who face rebuilding of
residential and other properties: the need to work across traditional professional
boundaries; advice on pre-earthquake steps, such as assuring consistency between
plans and development regulations; and the importance of creating the legal
authority, structure and plans for future development. The presenters also stressed
the value of regional planning and appropriate site planning considerations for
temporary housing, and the worth of identifying geologic, seismic, and structural
hazards before an earthquake hits. In addition, they addressed social considerations
planners should take into account, particularly when confronted with historic
preservation issues; homeowners' safety concerns; the disparate effects on small
business owners within the older central business districts; and the reestablishment
of neighborhoods following the catastrophe.
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D. Todd, N. Carino, R. M. Chung, H. S. Lew, and A. W. Taylor. "Northridge
Earthquake, 1994 . " Performance of Structures, Lifelines and Fire Protection
Systems. Mar 94.
Abstract: A magnitude 6. 8 (MS) earthquake centered under the community
of Northridge in the San Fernando valley shook the entire Los Angeles metropolitan
area at 4:31 a.m. local time Monday, January 17, 1994. Moderate damage to the
built environment was widespread; severe damage included collapsed buildings and
highway overpasses. A total of 58 deaths were attributed to the earthquake by the
Los Angeles Coroner. About 1,500 people were admitted to hospitals with major
injuries; another 16,000 or so were treated and released. Estimates indicated that this
will be the United States' most costly natural disaster ever. A multi-agency team,
organized under the auspices of the Interagency Committee on Seismic Safety in
Construction and headed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology,
arrived at the earthquake site \\jthin days of the event to document the effects of the
earthquake. The team focused on the effects to the built environment, with the goal
of capturing perishable data and quickly identifying situations deserving in-depth
study. The report includes a summary of the team's observations. While most
structural damage occurred in buildings and bridges of construction type and vintage
known to be vulnerable to earthqUake shaking, there were some unexpected failures.
Notable among these were the collapses of relatively modem parking structures and
a bridge that appeared to be adequate by today's standards. Recommendations are
made for further studies of ·the Northridge earthquake that can lead to improved
mitigation of earthquake effects.
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APPENDIX D
SURVEY DATA
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Survey Data
SECTION 1 - ORGANIZATION
Response
Counties States/
FEMA

Military

Total

%

Number of full time employees
<5
5- 15
> 15

8
5
0

0
0
4

3
1

11

6

.1 0

0.40741
0.22222
0.37037

Receive external funding
Yes
No

12
1

2
2

2
8

16
11

0.59259
0.40741

Internal employee training program
Yes
No

11
2

3
1

8
2

22
5

0.81481
0.18519

Frequency of training exercises
< one per year
1 - 4 per year
> four per year

0
12
1

2
0
2

2
4
4

4
16
7

0.14815
0.59259
0.25926

Participation by other government agencies
Yes
No

13
0

3
1

9
1

25
2

0.92593
0.07407

Frequency of participation (only those answering yes above)
Always
10
3
Most of the time
0
3
Sometimes
0
0

1
3
5

14
6
5

0.56
0.24
0.2

3

7

1

3

22
5

0.81481
0.18519

Frequency of participation (only those answering yes above)
AJways
5
2
Most of the time
6
0
Sometimes
1
1

0
2
5

7
7

0.31818
0.36364
0.31818

24
3

0.88889
0.11111

Participation by local communities
Yes
No

Panicipation in external exercises
Yes
No

12
1

12
1
115

4
0

8
2

8

8

Survey Data
Frequency of participation (only those answering yes above)
< once per year
4
1
1 - 4 per year
8
2
> 4 per year
0
1

5

8
15

0

1

3

0.33333
0.625
0.04167
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Survey Data
SECTION 2 • PLANS

Response
Coumles

States/

Military

Total

o/o

FEMA
Plan In place
Yes
No

13
0

4
0

10
0

27
0

1
0

6
4
1
1

4
0
0

7
2
1

0

0

17
6
2
1

0.62963
0.22222
0.07407
0.03704

1
2
1
0

4
6
0
0

8
17
1
1

0.2963
0.62963
0.03704
0.03704

0.51852
0.44444
0.03704

7

Last update
< one year ago

1 • 3 years ago
> 3 years ago
No Answer
Frequency of review
< once per year
1 - 4 times per year
> 4 times per year
No Answer
Receive assistance
Yes
No
No Answer

3

9
0
1

7
5
1

3

4

1
0

6
0

14
12
1

Providor of assistance (multiple answers possible)
Federal
0
State
4
Local
6
Other
4

3
3
2
1

4
2

9

1

11
6

0.5
0.64286
0.78571
0.42857

3

5
4
4
2
5
7
1

18
19
18
13
16
16
13

0.66667
o. 7037
0.66667
0.48148
0.59259
0.59259
0.48148

7
4
5
2

11
19
20

0.40741
0.7037
0.74074
0.33333

Included in plan (multiple answers possible)
FEMA
SEMA
County
Local
Corps of Engineers
Federal Military
State Milttary
Copies of plan (multiple answers possible)
Federal
State
Local
Other

10
12
12

9

3
2
2

8
6
10

3

1
12
13
5117

3

3
2

3
2
2

3

9
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Survey Data
Warning and information system
Yes
No

13
0

3
1

5
5

21
6

0.77778
0.22222

Stockpile of materials
Yes
No

2
11

1
3

7
3

10
17

0.37037
0.62963

The following questions apply only to those organizations
Source of data for estimating materials (multiple answers
Federal agency
1
State agency
1
Private organization
1
Other
0

that have stockpiles.
possible)
0
0
0
0

3
0
0
5

4
1
1
5

0.4
0.1
0.1
0.5

Distance to stockpile (multiple answers possible)
< 5 miles
1
5 • 25 miles
0
> 25 miles
1
No Answer
0

0
0
0
1

6
0
2
0

7
0
3
1

0.7
0
0.3
0.1

Pre·arranged construction work
Yes
No

0
4

2
8

2
25

0.07407
0.92593

0
13

The following questions apply only to those organizations that have pre-arranged work.
Contractors selected
Yes
N/A
N/A
2
2
No
N/A
N/A
0
0

1
0

Contracts signed
Yes
No

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

1
1

1
1

0.5
0.5

Gontractors considered
Local only
Local and non·local
Non-local only

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

0
2
0

0
2
0

0
1
0

Prequallflcations for contractors
Yes
No

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

1
1

1
1

0.5
0.5

N/A
N/A

1
1

1
1

0.5
0.5

Back-up plan (only those answering yes above)
N/A18
Yes
No
N/A

Survey Data
Contractor work begins
< 24 hours
24- 72 hours
> 72 hours

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

2
0
0

2
0
0

1
0
0

11
2

3
1

9
1

23

0.85185
0.14815

Implement in last 5 years
Yes

No
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Survey Data

SECTION 3 • INTERAGENCY RELATIONSHIPS
Response
Counties States/
FEMA
(FEMA not Included)

Military

Total

o/o

2
1

9
1

22
4

0.84615
0.15385

Result of disaster (only those answering yes above)
Yes
8
No
3

2
0

6
3

16
6

0.72727
0.27273

Contacted initiated by
FEMA
Self

0
2

3
6

6
16

0.27273
0.72727

Ease of contact (only those answering self above)
Very Easy
3
Easy
2
Difficult
3
Very Difficult
0

2
0
0
0

4
2
0
0

9
4
3
0

0.5625
0.25
0.1875
0

Pan of plan
Yes
No

8
3

2
0

8
1

18
4

0.81818
0.18182

Request assistance
Yes
No

9
2

2
0

3
6

14
8

0.63636
0.36364

Get assistance requested (only those answering yes above)
Yes
7
2
No
2
0

3
0

12
2

0.85714
0.14286

3

7
10
4
1

0.31818
0.45455
0.18182
0.04545

RELATIONSHIPS WITH FEMA
Dealings In the last 5 years
Yes
No

Overall rating of contact
Excellent
Good
Marginal
Poor

11
2

3
8

1
1
0
0

3
5
2
1
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2
0

Survey Data
Response
Counties States/
FEMA
(States not Included)

Military

Total

Ofo

1
0

7

20
4

0.83333
0.16667

Result of disaster (only those answering yes above)
Yes
8
No
4

1
0

4

3

13
7

0.65
0.35

Contacted Initiated by
State
Self

1
11

0
1

0
7

1
19

0.05
0.95

Ease of contact (only those answering self above)
Very Easy
7
Easy
2
Difficult
1
Very Difficult
1

1
0
0
0

3
4
0
0

11
6
1
1

0.57895
0.31579
0.05263
0.05263

Part of plan
Yes
No

3

1
0

5
2

15
5

0.75
0.25

Request assistance
Yes
No

9
3

0
1

3
4

12
8

0.6
0.4

3
0

11
1

0.91667
0.08333

2
5
0
0

7
11
2
0

0.35
0.55
0.1
0

RELATIONSHIPS WITH SEMA
Dealings in the last 5 years
Yes
No

12
1

9

Get assistance requested (only those answering yes above)
Yes
N/A
8
No
1
N/A
Overall rating of contact
Excellent

4

Good

6

Marginal
Poor

2
0

1
0
0
0

3
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Survey Data
Response
Counties States/
FEMA

Military

Total

o/o

2

6

2

4

15
12

0.55556
0.44444

Result of disaster (only those answering yes above)
Yes
2
No
5

2
0

2
4

6
9

0.4
0.6

Contacted initiated by
County
Self

1
1

2
4

3
12

0.2
0.8

Ease of contact (only those answering self above)
Very Easy
6
Easy
0
Difficutt
1
Very Difficult
0

1
0
0
0

2
1
1
0

Part of plan
Yes
No

4

2

5

3

0

1
6

0
2

RELATIONSHIPS WITH COUNTY AGENCIES
Dealings in the last 5 years
Yes
No

Request assistance
Yes
No

7
6

0

7

Get assistance requested (only those answering yes above)
Yes
1
N/A
No
N/A
0
Overall rating of contact
Excellent

Good
Marginal
Poor
No Rating

4
1
0
0
2

1
1
0
0
0

9

0

0.75
0.08333
0.16667
0

1

11
4

0.73333
0.26667

0
6

1
14

0.06667
0.93333

N/A
N/A

1
0

1
0

2

7
6

0.46667
0.4
0
0
0.13333

4
0
0
0

1

2

0
0
2
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Survey Data
Counties

Response
States/

Military

Total

o/o

FEMA
RELATIONSHIPS WITH LOCAL AGENCIES
Dealings In the last 5 years
Yes
No

8
5

1

5

3

5

14
13

0.51852
0.48148

Result of disaster
Yes
No

3
5

1
0

2
3

6
8

0.42857
0.57143

Contacted initiated by
Local agency
Self

1
7

1
0

1
4

3
11

0.21429
0.78571

Ease of contact
Very Easy
Easy
Difficurt
Very Difficurt

4
3
0
0

0
0
0
0

3
1
0
0

7
4
0
0

0.63636
0.36364
0
0

Part of plan
Yes
No

7
1

1
0

4
1

12
2

0.85714
0.14286

Request assistance
Yes
No

1
7

0
1

0
5

1
13

0.07143
0.92857

Get assistance requested
Yes
No

0
1

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

0
1

0
1

3

0
1
0
0
0

2
3
0
0
0

5
7

0.35714
0.5
0.07143
0
0.07143

Overall rating of contact
Excellent
Good
Marginal
Poor
No Rating

3
1
0
1
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1
0
1

Survey Data
Response
Military
Total
States/
FEMA
RELATIONSHIPS WITH MILITARY ORGANIZATIONS (some military units not Included)
Dealings in the last 5 years
Yes
19
10
3
6
No
2
6
1
3
Counties

o/o

0.76
0.24

Result of disaster
3
7

3
0

6
0

12
7

0.63158
0.36842

Contacted Initiated by
Military
Self

1
9

0
3

1
5

2
17

0.10526
0.89474

Ease of contact
Very Easy
Easy
Difficutt
Very Difficutt

5
4
0
0

3
0
0
0

3
2
0
0

11
0
0

0.64706
0.35294
0
0

Pan of plan
Yes
No

9
1

3
0

5
1

17
2

0.89474
0.10526

4

13
3
5

0.68421
0.15789
0.26316

Yes

No

Distance to military organization (muttlple answers possible)
< 25 miles
1
8
25 - 100 miles
1
0
> 100 miles
2
1

2
2

6

Request assistance
Yes
No

3
0

3
3

10

6

9

0.52632
0.47368

Military response time
< 24 hours
24- 72 hours
> 72 hours

4
0
0

3
0
0

3
0
0

10
0
0

1
0
0

Get assistance requested
Yes
No

4

3

3

0

0

0

10
0

1
0

4
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Survey Data
Overall rating of contact
Excellent
Good
Marginal
Poor
No Rating

6
2
0
0
2

3
0
0
0
0

4

0
0
1
1

13
2
0
1
3

0.68421
0.10526
0
0.05263
0.15789
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Survey Data
Response
Total
Counties States/
Military
FEMA
RELATIONSHIPS WITH CORPS OF ENGINEERS (Corps organizations not included)
Dealings In the last 5 years
Yes
4
16
9
3
No
8
4
1
3

1

0.66667
0.33333

Result of disaster
Yes

No
Contacted initiated by
Corps of Engineers

SeH
Ease of contact
Very Easy
Easy
Difficult
Very Difficult

1
3

7
9

0.4375
0.5625

1

1
3

5
11

0.3125
0.6875

3
4
0
0

1
0
0
0

1
2
0
0

5
6
0
0

0.45455
0.54545
0
0

6
3
0

3
0
0

1
2
1

10
5
1

0.625
0.3125
0.0625

6
3
0

2
1
0

0
3
1

8

0.5
0.4375
0.0625

5
1

2

7

0

N/A
N/A

4
5
0
0
0

3
0
0
0
0

1
2
0
0
1

8

4
5

2

2

2

7

1

Part of plan
Yes

No
No Answer
Request assistance
Yes
No
No Answer

7
1

Get assistance requested
Yes

No
Overall rating of contact
Excellent

Good
Marginal
Poor
No Rating

1

7
0
0
1

0.875
0.125

0.5
0.4375
0
0
0.0625
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APPENDIX E

INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED DURING RESEARCH
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Interviews Conducted During Research

The following people were interviewed in their offices.

Burke, James J.

Architectural Review Officer, GEMA

Davis, Kenneth G.

Public Information Officer, GEMA

Gregg, Charles

Hurricane Preparedness Officer, GEMA

LaVinka, Leo

Chief, Emergency Management, USACE-SAD

Stanley, Ellis

Director, Atlanta-Fulton County EMA

The following people were interviewed in the Disaster Field Office for the
flooding related to Tropical Storm Alberto, 1994.

Gatewood, Mike

USACE, ESF #3

Hughes, Virginia

USACE, ESF #3

Kerrigan, Kathy

GA DNR-EPD, Debris Removal

Nicholson, Bruce

GA DOT, Road and Highway Repair

Siler, John

GEMA, Debris Removal

The following people were interviewed in the FEMA field offices in Macon,
Georgia during the Tropical Storm Alberto, 1994 operations.

Dobinson, '1 (Mr.)

FEMA, Public Assistance Office

Miller, Miriam

FEMA, Individual Assistance Office
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